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OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS PAPERS

An estimated 40 million people undergo surgery every year in the USA.
Perioperative adverse events are of great concern due to the impact of patients’ shortterm and long-term health related quality of life (HRQOL). Despite the use of advanced
monitoring techniques and the adherence to the practice guidelines, the incidence of
severe adverse events (SAE) during the perioperative period has slightly increased in
recent years. Pediatric populations are at higher risk for perioperative complications
when compared to adults, and have lower tolerance for error. A better appreciation
and the early detection of risk can enhance patient safety and improve patient
postoperative outcomes.
Sophisticated machine learning techniques are geared to processing high
dimensional healthcare data, accounting for non-linear interactions between
predictors, and the creation of more accurate prediction models. Recent successful
applications of machine learning algorithms to the prediction of SAEs during the
perioperative period have heightened interest and expectations around the use of
forecasting algorithms to help clinicians make decisions and uncover better treatment
strategies that deliver the correct interventions to the right people at the right time.
Postoperative pain and perioperative airway obstruction are two SAEs that present
challenges to healthcare providers. In our study, we proposed the application of
machine learning techniques to high-dimensional data in order to advance our
understanding of the occurrence of SAEs and to make targeted changes in the care.
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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Early identification of patients at high risk for severe acute pain could
enable specific pain management strategies designed to alter pain trajectories after
surgery. With this study we applied machine learning techniques to electronic health
records (EHR) and a patient questionnaire with the goal of creating time-series
algorithms to predict severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery in patients with
adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS).
METHODS: Perioperative data were obtained from two databases at Boston
Children’s Hospital (BCH) between 2011 and 2019. The primary outcome of interest
was severe acute pain in the first 3 days after spinal fusion surgery. K-means
clustering was used to create patient cohort cluster assignment. We identified patients
with severe acute postoperative pain through the combination of high opioid
consumption and high pain scores. To predict patients who would experience severe
pain, machine learning algorithms and logistic regression models were developed
using preoperative predictors only (Phase 1), preoperative and intraoperative
predictors (Phase 2), and preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative variables
(Phase 3). Model performance was evaluated using area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUROC) and accuracy.
RESULTS: Among 643 cases analyzed, 79 (12.3%) patients were identified as
experiencing severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery. Gradient boosting
consistently outperformed all other models across all 3 phases. The AUROC for
gradient boosting were 0.71 (95% confidence interval (CI), 0.59 – 0.82) in Phase 1,
0.74 (95% CI, 0.61 – 0.84) in Phase 2, and 0.76 (95% CI, 0.64 – 0.87) in Phase 3. The
corresponding accuracy were 71.88% (95% CI, 64.95% – 78.11%), 69.79% (95% CI,
62.77% – 76.19%), and 76.56% (95% CI, 69.92% – 82.36%), respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS: Gradient boosting model had better discrimination and calibration
ability to predict severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery in patients with AIS when
analyzing high dimensional perioperative EHR data and patient questionnaire
compared with logistic regression model. Future studies are warranted to externally
validate the algorithms and apply them to real-world clinical work as a potential aid in
identifying the high-risk patients and customizing their care.
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INTRODUCTION
Approximately 2-3% of the population in the United States have idiopathic scoliosis
and 38,000 patients with Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) undergo spinal fusion
surgery every year.1 These patients experience significant acute postoperative pain
which may be associated with prolonged opioid use, increased length of hospital stay,
and the development of chronic persistent pain in 40 to 70% of patients after surgery29

. This fact is of great concern given the proven association between use of prescribed

opioids and future opioid misuse among adolescents10. Several patient and surgical
characteristics, including age6,8, female sex5, obesity5,8, preoperative diagnosis of
anxiety4,5,7, mental health6, self-image6,8, preoperative pain4,7, preoperative opioid
use5 and surgical duration7, have been recognized as independent risk factors for
postoperative pain after spinal fusion surgery. Early identification of these risk factors
could enable the targeted intraoperative interventions11-13 and postoperative pain
control regimens13-15 which could (ideally) alter pain trajectories after surgery.
Sophisticated machine learning techniques are geared to processing high
dimensional healthcare data, accounting for non-linear interactions between
predictors, and the creation of more accurate prediction models.16 Recent successful
applications of machine learning algorithms to the prediction for postoperative pain
outcomes17-20 have heightened interest and expectations around the use of
forecasting algorithms to help clinicians make decisions. Most of these forecasting
algorithms have been developed for adults and focus on preoperative risk assessment.
They do not take into consideration the impact of intraoperative interventions and
postoperative treatment on pain outcomes. To date, there has been no attempt to
utilize machine learning approach to predict postoperative pain in the pediatric
population.
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To address the limitations of the previously proposed models in adults and explore
its feasibility in the pediatric population, we hypothesized that we could apply machine
learning techniques to data from different perioperative time periods and create timeseries forecasting algorithms predictive of an individual patient’s risk of severe acute
pain after spinal fusion surgery in patients with AIS. Our secondary hypothesis was
that the performance of these models would be superior to conventional statistical
modeling.
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METHODS
This retrospective observational study was approved by the institutional review board
(IRB) at Boston Children’s Hospital (BCH) and waiver of informed consent was granted
by the IRB (IRB-P00033316). This manuscript follows the Transparent Reporting of a
Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD)
guidelines.21
Data Sources
All data for the algorithms development were obtained from two databases at BCH
(Detailed in Supplemental Digital Content, Material 1). The patient characteristics,
comorbidities, preoperative laboratory values, medications, intraoperative information,
and postoperative pain treatment were extracted from the Boston Children’s Hospital
Integrated Anesthesia Outcomes Database (which extracts all these data from our
EMR on all our surgical patients).22 Data regarding patient preoperative health-related
quality of life (HRQOL) were collected from the internal Orthopedic Spine Research
Database using the preoperative section of the Scoliosis Research Society-Version
30 (SRS-30)23 questionnaire. The data integrity and quality were assured by manual
review of 5% randomly selected electronic health records (EHR) and patient
questionnaires.
Study Population
We included all patients with AIS who had spinal fusion surgery at BCH between
January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2019. 1123 patients were identified using
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth/Tenth Revision (ICD-9/10) codes and
current procedural terminology (CPT) code from our Integrated Anesthesia Outcomes
Database.22 Two patients were excluded because of missing anesthesia record or
postoperative pain flowsheet. To further investigate the impact of patient preoperative
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HRQOL on acute postoperative pain outcomes, we linked the data from our Integrated
Anesthesia Outcomes Database to the data from the internal Orthopedic Spine
Research Database. Patients with AIS who had spinal fusion surgery but did not finish
SRS-30 questionnaire were excluded from the final dataset used for model
development. During the same study period, there were 647 patients documented in
the internal Orthopedic Spine Research Database. Of these, 1 patient was excluded
due to missing preoperative HRQOL data. After integrating the data with those from
our Integrated Anesthesia Outcomes Database, 3 cases were found without the EHR,
resulting in a final analytic dataset of 643 patients for model development (Figure 1).
Outcome
The primary outcome was severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery. Our
institutional postoperative pain management protocol is detailed in Supplemental
Digital Content, Material 2. Most of the AIS patients were discharged on postoperative
day (POD) 3. We combined data on opioid consumption with pain score data to
describe the overall level of pain in the first 3 days after spinal fusion surgery. We
summed intravenous and oral opioid consumption from the end of surgery to 12 AM
POD 3 and converted this into weight-based morphine equivalents using the opioid
conversion equivalency table (Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1). For pain score
classification, we considered the median of median daily pain scores from POD 0 to
POD 3. For those who were discharged on POD 2, we assigned 0 to their pain score
and opioid consumption on POD 3 as we anticipated these patients had very low pain
score and opioid consumption and would not fit into the definition of the severe pain
cohort. We employed unsupervised machine learning technique to identify a specific
cohort of patients with the combination of high total opioid consumption and high
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median pain score after surgery (see K-means clustering in Statistical Methods
Section).
Predictors
The predictors for model development were chosen on the basis of the previous
research2-9,11-15,17-20 and clinical judgement, and were divided into different time
periods - preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative:
Preoperative (before 12 AM the day of surgery): Demographic data included age,
sex, body mass index (BMI), religion, race/ethnicity, insurance status and American
Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Physical Status score. Patient comorbidities
including liver disease, chronic kidney disease, developmental disorders, spastic
quadriplegia, anxiety, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autism,
depression, and other mental health disorders (adjustment disorders, suicide and
intentional self-harm, impulse control disorders, obsessive compulsive disorders and
other psychotic disorders) were extracted using ICD-9/10 codes. Preoperative
medications taken the day before surgery were identified and classified into the
following categories: (Supplemental Digital Content, Table 2): muscle relaxant, ADHD
medications, anxiolytics, antidepressants, antipsychotics, benzodiazepines, clonidine
and gabapentin. Preoperative substance use was determined through a text search
from the preanesthetic evaluation form (PAEF) in the EHR, including tobacco,
marijuana, and alcohol use. The laboratory values within 30 days prior to the surgery
(hemoglobin and creatine) and surgical history (minor or major) were also included.
Data regarding patient preoperative HRQOL from the SRS-30 questionnaire contain
4 domains: Pain, Self-Image, Function and Mental Health which are represented as
the scoring scale (5 = best, 1 = worst). In order to further investigate the impact of
preoperative pain and opioid use on postoperative pain outcome, we extracted four
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questions from the Pain domain that described: 1. Moderate to severe back pain
during the last month (score of 3 or lower classified as “Yes”, score of 4 or 5 classified
“No”), 2. Moderate to severe back pain during the past 6 months (score of 3 or lower
classified as “Yes”, score of 4 or 5 classified “No”), 3. Frequent back pain when at rest
(score of 1 or 2 classified as “Yes”, score of 3 or higher classified “No”), 4. Regular
medication usage (score of 1 or 2 classified as using opioids, score of 3 or 4 classified
as using non-opioids).
Intraoperative (12 AM the day of surgery to the end of surgery): Data on the
responsible surgeon, attending anesthesiologist, and anesthesia maintenance
method (inhalational anesthesia

–

sevoflurane/desflurane,

total intravenous

anesthesia (TIVA) – propofol augmented with remifentanil and dexmedetomidine at
discretion of the anesthesiologists, combination of inhalational and intravenous
anesthesia) were included. Intraoperative opioid use was collected and converted to
weight-based morphine equivalents divided by surgical duration. Other intraoperative
medications (acetaminophen, ketorolac, gabapentin, dexmedetomidine, ketamine and
diazepam) were extracted. Surgical characteristics such as surgical duration,
approach, fusion location, number of vertebrae fused and estimated blood loss (EBL)
were also added to the model development.
Postoperative (the end of surgery to 12 AM POD 3): Data included intensive care
unit (ICU) admission and postoperative adjuvant analgesic use (acetaminophen,
ketorolac, diazepam, gabapentin and ibuprofen).
Statistical Analysis
Identification of severe acute pain: In order to identify patients with severe acute
pain (combination of high total opioid consumption and high median pain score in the
first 3 days after surgery), K-means clustering23 was utilized to describe subjects’
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cluster assignment with the purpose of achieving the optimal balance between withincluster homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity. We were able to identify a
specific group of patients with the combination of high total opioid consumption and
high median pain score after surgery. To determine the number of clusters, different
cluster solutions were assessed by the within cluster sum of squares and evaluated
by the average silhouette width. A scree plot was created showing the decrease in the
within cluster sum of squares as the number of clusters increases, from which we were
able to find the point where the curve flattens out. The average silhouette width is a
means of assessing the quality of a cluster solution and typically ranges between -1
and 1. The average silhouette width close to 1 indicates well classified, and a value
close to -1 indicates misclassified.23 In our institution, the pain service started using
ketorolac, gabapentin and ibuprofen as a standard care for postoperative pain
treatment after 2015 resulting in a decrease in total opioid consumption after this
standard was put in place. Therefore, postoperative pain outcomes before and after
2015 were analyzed separately, however patients identified from each of these two
time periods were classified as cases with severe acute pain in the total population.
Data preprocessing: We randomly split the final dataset into a training set (70% of
the patient cohort) and a test set (the remaining 30% of the patient cohort), with equal
proportion of the target outcome. The data preprocessing and missing value
management are detailed in Supplemental Digital Content, Material 3.
Model development: In addition to the traditional logistic regression model, we
developed four machine learning algorithms on the training set (detailed in
Supplemental Digital Content, Material 4): (1) Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator (Lasso), (2) elastic net, (3) random forest, (4) gradient boosting (XGBoost).
All models were constructed in 3 phases: first using preoperative predictors only
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(Phase 1), second adding intraoperative variables to preoperative predictors (Phase
2), and lastly utilizing preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative predictors (Phase
3).
Model performance: Performance of all modeling approaches were evaluated both
on the training set and test set. Measures used for model assessment were (1)
Discrimination: the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC),
the best threshold and the corresponding specificity, sensitivity, positive predictive
value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) were generated utilizing the “pROC”
package and each 95% confidence interval (95% CI) was computed with 2000
stratified bootstrap replicates. AUROC < 0.7 is considered poor performance, 0.7 –
0.8 is good, and > 0.8 is excellent.25 We compared the AUROC for machine learning
models with a logistic regression model on the test set using the two-sided bootstrap
test with 2000 stratified bootstrap replicates. (2) Calibration: we used the best
threshold as the cut-off to assign the predicted probabilities to one of the classes of
outcome. Then “confusionMatrix” function in “caret” package was used to compute
accuracy of each model and its 95% CI. Calibration curves were utilized to
characterize how consistent the predicted probabilities were with the observed
incidence.
Variable importance: In order to estimate the contribution of each variable to the
different model, regression coefficients were used for Lasso and elastic net. For
random forest and gradient boosting, we employed permutation feature importance26,
defined as the decrease in model performance when the data for a variable is
randomly shuffled.
All analyses were performed with R version 3.6.1 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria).
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RESULTS
Participants and Outcome
Among 1121 surgical AIS patients reviewed, 453 (40.4%) were from 2011 to 2014 and
668 (59.6%) were from 2015 to 2019. The scree plot in both populations shows that
the curve flattens at the four-cluster solution (Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 1).
Additionally, the average silhouette width for the four-cluster solution was 0.58 in the
cases from 2011 to 2014 and 0.55 in the cases from 2015 to 2019, which was the
highest value among all the solutions, indicating that the optimal number of clusters
was four (Supplemental Digital Content, Table 3). Then K-means cluster analysis
identified 4 clusters based on total opioid consumption and median pain score in each
of these two populations (Table 1 and Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 2). Based
on these results, we defined Cluster 4 (which had the combination of highest total
opioid consumption and high median pain score in both populations) as patients with
severe acute pain. Overall, there were 157 cases (14%) defined as severe acute pain
in the total surgical AIS population. The patient perioperative characteristics were, in
general, comparable between the analytic and nonanalytic cohort (Supplemental
Digital Content, Table 4). After data cleaning, we excluded those binary variables that
were highly sparse (N<2) in the analytic cohort. Ultimately, there were 52 perioperative
variables for model development. Table 2 shows the perioperative characteristics of
the 643 eligible participants in the final analytic dataset. Compared to 564 (87.7%)
patients without severe acute pain, 79 (12.3%) patients who experienced severe acute
pain after spinal fusion surgery were, on average, older and had lower BMI, were more
likely to have surgical history and experience moderate to severe back pain before
surgery, and included a higher proportion of current alcohol and opioids users.
Intraoperatively, patients who reported severe postoperative pain more commonly
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underwent thoracolumbar fusion with longer surgical duration and more estimated
blood loss, were more likely to receive inhalational anesthesia maintenance and less
likely to be administered acetaminophen. Postoperatively, these patients were less
likely to be given gabapentin, ketorolac and ibuprofen as part of pain treatment
strategy.
Model Development
Data characteristics of the training and test set are detailed in Supplemental Digital
Content, Table 5. Data preprocessing and handling of missing data are detailed in
Supplemental Digital Content, Table 6. We developed logistic regression models,
Lasso, elastic net, random forest, and gradient boosting in 3 phases on the training
set. The optimal tuning parameters for each machine learning model in 3 phases were
described in Supplemental Digital Content, Table 7.
Model Performance
The performance of all the 5 modeling approaches in 3 phases on the test set are
shown in Table 3. Improvements were noted in AUROC for all models when
intraoperative predictors were added to preoperative predictors, and when
postoperative predictors were added to preoperative and intraoperative predictors.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and calibration curve for all 5
models in Phase 3 on the test set are depicted in Supplemental Digital Content,
Figures 3-4. Additionally, logistic regression model had the lowest discrimination in all
3 phases (AUROC, 0.60 (95% CI, 0.47 – 0.74) in Phase 1; AUROC, 0.66 (95% CI,
0.52 – 0.78) in Phase 2; AUROC, 0.69 (95% CI, 0.55 – 0.81) in Phase 3), while all 4
machine learning models had a non-significantly higher AUROC. Gradient boosting
consistently outperformed all other models in discrimination and calibration across all
3 phases. The AUROC for gradient boosting were 0.71 (95% CI, 0.59 – 0.82) in Phase
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1, 0.74 (95% CI, 0.61 – 0.84) in Phase 2, and 0.76 (95% CI, 0.64 – 0.87) in Phase 3.
The overall accuracy for gradient boosting were 71.88% (95% CI, 64.95% – 78.11%)
in Phase 1, 69.79% (95% CI, 62.77% – 76.19%) in Phase 2, and 76.56% (95% CI,
69.92% – 82.36%) in Phase 3. The corresponding PPV were 0.28 (95% CI, 0.16 –
0.41), 0.23 (95% CI, 0.16 – 0.43), and 0.30 (95% CI, 0.21 – 0.46), respectively.
The performance of all 5 models in 3 phases on the training set are shown in
Supplemental Digital Content, Tables 8-10.
Variable Importance
Figure 2 demonstrates all the influential predictors used in the gradient boosting model
in Phase 3. Though the variable importance varied with different models, age, BMI,
frequent back pain when at rest, score of the Pain domain in the SRS-30 questionnaire,
surgical history, EBL, fusion location and postoperative use of gabapentin were
important predictors for severe postoperative pain in all of the four machine learning
models (Supplemental Digital Content, Figures 5-7).
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we report the incidence of severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery
is 14% (using our definition) based on data from the surgical AIS population in our
institution. We applied four machine learning algorithms to data from the EHR and
questionnaires during different perioperative time periods to predict the occurrence of
severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery in patients with AIS, as compared with a
logistic regression model. Of the 5 candidate models, gradient boosting achieved
relatively good performance when incorporating preoperative, intraoperative and
postoperative predictors, demonstrating the feasibility of machine learning algorithms
to analyze high dimensional perioperative data and anticipate an individual patient’s
risk of severe acute pain after surgery. We believe this points to an opportunity to
further investigate the use of machine learning algorithms to help clinicians make
better decisions and optimize perioperative pain treatment strategies.
Our outcome of interest was severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery.
Unfortunately, there is no established standard for what defines severe acute pain
after surgery. Researchers in previous studies13,17,27 have used pain scores to define
severe acute pain while others14,28-30 have chosen opioid consumption as the metric.
Previous work in this area includes a multicenter prospective cohort study31 that found
a postoperative patient’s reported pain scores varied according to the pain treatment.
On the one hand, high pain intensity states were underappreciated, which resulted in
insufficient analgesic administration. On the other hand, over-use of opioids to achieve
an arbitrary target pain score led to excessive sedation and delayed return to function.
The Society for Pediatric Anesthesia recommendation for pain management in
children during the perioperative period is that assessment of a child’s pain should be
multi-dimensional, and therefore must be interpreted in the context of other indicators,
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such as the type of surgery and function outcomes.32 We concluded it would be
incomplete to define severe acute pain through pain score or opioid consumption
alone. In order to most accurately identify the population of interest for our study, we
took the logical step of combining reported pain scores with each individual’s
consumption of opioids. We employed cluster analysis to identify specific set of
patients with the combination of high total opioid consumption and high median pain
score as a novel method to define severe acute pain after surgery. While original, we
feel this method has great face validity since it combines previous methods of
identifying pain after surgery utilizing the most current statistical techniques.
In order to understand the impact of patient preoperative HRQOL on postoperative
pain outcomes, we linked data recorded in the EHR to data from patient questionnaire
which included intensity and duration of preoperative pain, preoperative opioid use,
and psychosocial characteristics that are recognized as independent risk factors for
postoperative pain. To our knowledge, this is the first study bridging a broad set of
predictors to anticipate severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery for AIS. When
assessing variable importance, we found that age, BMI, preoperative back pain when
at rest, score of the Pain domain in the SRS-30 questionnaire, surgical history, EBL,
fusion location and postoperative use of gabapentin are important variables for
predicting severe acute pain in all of the four machine learning models. While the
parameters are not proven to have a causal interpretation, they are aligned with the
findings of previous studies3-7,14 which used traditional modeling approaches to identify
risk factors for severe postoperative pain after spinal fusion surgery. We found that
patients who experienced severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery were older and
had lower BMI, which is an opposite result from the previous researches.5,33 In addition
to these important predictors, female sex, preoperative diagnosis of anxiety and
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autism, moderate to severe back pain during the last month and the past 6 months,
preoperative opioid and nonopioids use, score of the Mental Health and Self-Image
domain in the SRS-30 questionnaire, number of vertebrae fused, surgical duration,
inhalational maintenance, intraoperative acetaminophen and postoperative ketorolac
use identified from different models are also consistent with earlier researches.48,14,15,33-35

It’s worth noting that we didn’t include postoperative acetaminophen and

diazepam use in our model because all the patients were given these two medications
after surgery and they are highly likely have effect on reducing postoperative pain
according to previous reports.13,15,36
The utility of these predictive models is clear. After prospective external validation,
these algorithms could be used during preoperative period (Phase 1 model),
intraoperative period (Phase 2 model), and postoperative period (Phase 3 model) to
provide anesthesia providers with additional information on which risk factors that
might result in severe acute pain and what pain trajectory would be like if they use
different treatments for a certain patient so that they can make targeted changes in
the care plan. Lastly, we’ll apply this data-driven forecasting algorithm to clinical work
to assess its usage in routine practice and determine its potential benefits as an
effective intervention for postoperative pain control.
Our study has several limitations. First, we excluded patients with no documentation
of preoperative HRQOL score, which might result in selection bias. Nonetheless, the
patient characteristics and outcome were generally comparable between the analytic
and nonanalytic cohorts. Hence, the analytic cohorts still can represent the total
surgical AIS population in our institution. Second, our data show that over the past 9
years, no patient received regional anesthesia such as intrathecal morphine or
epidural

analgesia11,20,37.

Furthermore,
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we

didn’t

include

postoperative

acetaminophen and diazepam use in our model as all the patients were given these
two medications after surgery. Thus, we are not able to account for the effect of these
variables on pain outcome in our model. Third, we used EHR data which were not
collected for research purpose. They might have some measurement bias and
misclassification. Meanwhile, we recognize that our sample size was small, which
might affect the performance of the models we’ve developed. Lastly, although the
absolute differences in AUROC between logistic regression and other machine
learning models were not small, they were not statistically significant due to wide
confidence interval, which was largely because of the small sample size.
Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that ML techniques can be used to create predictive models
for postoperative pain after AIS surgery. Of these techniques, the gradient boosting
model had better discrimination and calibration ability to predict severe acute pain
when analyzing high dimensional perioperative EHR data and patient questionnaire,
compared with conventional modeling approach. Future studies are warranted
regarding prospective external validation and further evaluation in real-world
application.
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Table 1: Patient cluster membership through K-means cluster analyses

N (%)

Cumulative Morphine

Median Pain Score

Equivalents (mg/kg)

(NRS 0-10)

median (IQR)

median (IQR)

2011 - 2014
Total cases

453 (100%)

8.6 (6.6 - 10.4)

4.25 (3.25 - 5.5)

Cluster 1

120 (26.5%)

5.6 (4.5 - 6.5)

3 (2.25 - 3.75)

Cluster 2

107 (23.6%)

7.5 (6.8 - 8.3)

5.5 (4.75 - 6.375)

Cluster 3

147 (32.5%)

9.8 (9.0 - 10.4)

4 (3 - 4.5)

Cluster 4

79 (17.4%)

13.0 (12.3 - 14.2)

5 (4.5 - 6)

Total cases

668 (100%)

4.3 (3.5 - 5.2)

4 (2.75 - 5)

Cluster 1

151 (22.6%)

2.8 (2.3 - 3.5)

2 (1.5 - 3)

Cluster 2

287 (43.0%)

4.5 (3.9 - 5.1)

3.75 (3 - 4)

Cluster 3

152 (22.7%)

4.5 (3.7 - 5.1)

5.5 (5 - 6.25)

Cluster 4

78 (11.7%)

7.2 (6.5 - 8.1)

4.75 (4 - 5.75)

2015 - 2019

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; NRS: numerical rating scale.
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Table 2: Characteristics of the cohort and univariable analyses
Predictor

Entire Cohort

No Severe Pain

Severe Pain

OR

P

N = 643

N = 564

N = 79

(95% CI)

Value

<.001

Preoperative
Age (year), mean (SD)

15.3 (2.4)

15.1 (2.3)

16.5(2.5)

1.24 (1.13 - 1.37)

Sex (female), n (%)

523 (81.3)

456 (80.9)

67 (84.8)

1.32 (0.69 - 2.53)

.489

20.81 (18.75 - 23.58)

20.96 (18.83 - 24.17)

19.66 (18.42 - 21.41)

0.87 (0.81 - 0.93)

<.001

BMI (kg/m2), median (IQR)
Religion, n (%)

.194

No

137 (21.3)

118 (20.9)

19 (24.1)

Reference

Yes

285 (44.3)

245 (43.4)

40 (50.6)

1.01 (0.56 - 1.83)

Unknown

221 (34.4)

201 (35.6)

20 (25.3)

0.62 (0.32 - 1.20)

Race/Ethnicity, n (%)
Caucasian

.227
438 (68.1)

375 (66.5)

63 (79.7)

Reference

African American

34 (5.3)

32 (5.7)

2 (2.5)

0.37 (0.09 - 1.59)

Asian

11 (1.7)

11 (2.0)

0 (0.0)

NA

Hispanic

21 (3.3)

19 (3.4)

2 (2.5)

0.63 (0.14 - 2.76)

Unknown

139 (21.6)

127 (22.5)

12 (15.2)

0.56 (0.29 - 1.08)

117 (18.2)

107 (19)

10 (12.7)

Reference

Insurance, n (%)
Public
International
Private
Unknown

.504
3 (0.5)

3 (0.5)

0 (0)

NA

520 (80.9)

451 (80)

69 (87.3)

1.64 (0.82 - 3.28)

3 (0.5)

3 (0.5)

0 (0)

NA

619 (96.3)

543 (96.3)

76 (96.2)

Reference

24 (3.7)

21 (3.7)

3 (3.8)

1.02 (0.30 - 3.50)

ASA PS, n (%)
I - II
III - IV

1.00

Hb (g/dL), mean (SD)

13.5 (1.1)

13.5 (1.1)

13.7 (1.1)

1.19 (0.96 - 1.48)

.119

Surgical history, n (%)

252 (39.2)

206 (36.5)

46 (58.2)

2.42 (1.50 - 3.91)

<.001

Developmental disorders, n (%)

39 (6.1)

35 (6.2)

4 (5.1)

0.81 (0.28 - 2.33)

1.00

Anxiety, n (%)

103 (16.0)

86 (15.2)

17 (21.5)

0.57 (0.20 - 1.64)

.208

ADHD, n (%)

71 (11.0)

62 (11.0)

9 (11.4)

1.04 (0.50 - 2.19)

1.00

Autism, n (%)

15 (2.3)

14 (2.5)

1 (1.3)

0.50 (0.07 - 3.88)

1.00

Depression, n (%)

38 (5.9)

32 (5.7)

6 (7.6)

1.37 (0.55 - 3.38)

.450

Other mental health diagnosis, n (%)

52 (8.1)

48 (8.5)

4 (5.1)

0.57 (0.20 - 1.64)

.381

Clonidine, n (%)

9 (1.4)

7 (1.2)

2 (2.5)

2.07 (0.42 - 10.13)

.305

Benzodiazepines, n (%)

7 (1.1)

6 (1.1)

1 (1.3)

1.19 (0.14 - 10.04)

.602

ADHD medications, n (%)

27 (4.2)

22 (3.9)

5 (6.3)

1.66 (0.61 - 4.53)

.362

Anxiolytic, n (%)

3 (0.5)

3 (0.5)

0 (0.0)

NA

1.00

Antidepressants, n (%)

30 (4.7)

27 (4.8)

3 (3.8)

0.79 (0.23 - 2.65)

1.00

Antipsychotics, n (%)

6 (0.9)

6 (1.1)

0 (0.0)

NA

1.00

Marijuana, n (%)

30 (4.7)

25 (4.4)

5 (6.3)

1.46 (0.54 - 3.92)

.400

Alcohol, n (%)

37 (5.8)

28 (5.0)

9 (11.4)

2.46 (1.12 - 5.43)

.035

Tobacco, n (%)

10 (1.6)

8 (1.4)

2 (2.5)

1.81 (0.38 - 8.66)

.353

Paina,

4.20 (3.60 - 4.60)

4.20 (3.60 - 4.60)

3.60 (3.20 - 4.20)

0.49 (0.36 - 0.67)

<.001

Functiona, median (IQR)

median (IQR)

4.20 (3.80 - 4.60)

4.20 (3.80 - 4.60)

4.00 (3.80 - 4.40)

0.82 (0.54 - 1.26)

.271

Self-Imagea, median (IQR)

3.33 (2.83 - 3.83)

3.33 (2.83 - 3.83)

3.25 (2.83 - 3.73)

0.77 (0.55 - 1.09)

.141

Mental Healtha, median (IQR)

4.00 (3.40 - 4.60)

4.00 (3.40 - 4.60)

4.00 (3.20 - 4.40)

0.86 (0.64 - 1.17)

.328

Moderate to severe pain_1ma, n (%)

256 (39.8)

209 (37.1)

47 (59.5)

2.49 (1.54 - 4.03)

<.001

Moderate to severe pain_6ma, n (%)

282 (43.9)

234 (41.5)

48 (60.8)

2.18 (1.35 - 3.53)

.002

Frequent pain at resta, n (%)

125 (19.4)

97 (17.2)

28 (35.4)

2.64 (1.59 - 4.40)

<.001

Opioidsa, n (%)
Non-opioidsa, n (%)

9 (1.4)

5 (0.9)

4 (5.1)

5.96 (1.57 - 22.70)

.016

190 (29.5)

163 (28.9)

27 (34.2)

1.28 (0.78 - 2.10)

.406

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Entire Cohort

No Severe Pain

Severe Pain

OR

P

N = 643

N = 564

N = 79

(95% CI)

Value

4.12 (3.15 - 5.32)

4.07 (3.05 - 5.27)

4.62 (3.73 - 5.61)

1.15 (1.00 - 1.31)

.011

Low volume

2 (0.3)

2 (0.4)

0 (0.0)

NA

High volume

641 (99.7)

562 (99.6)

79 (100.0)

NA

Low volume

115 (17.9)

106 (18.8)

9 (11.4)

Reference

Median volume

115 (17.9)

102 (18.1)

13 (16.5)

1.50 (0.62 - 3.66)

High volume

413 (64.2)

356 (63.1)

57 (72.2)

1.89 (0.90 - 3.94)

164 (25.5)

134 (23.8)

30 (38.0)

Reference

Predictor
Intraoperative
Surgical duration (h), median (IQR)
Responsible surgeon, n (%)

1.00

Attending anesthesiologist, n (%)

.212

Anesthesia maintenance, n (%)
Inhalational

.020

TIVA

71 (11.0)

62 (11.0)

9 (11.4)

0.65 (0.29 - 1.45)

Inhalational + intravenous

408 (63.5)

368 (65.2)

40 (50.6)

0.49 (0.29 - 0.81)

1.02 (0.77 - 1.38)

1.00 (0.76 - 1.38)

1.10 (0.82 - 1.38)

1.06 (0.81 - 1.40)

.260

Dexmedetomidine, n (%)

44 (6.8)

42 (7.4)

2 (2.5)

0.32 (0.08 - 1.36)

.167

Ketamine, n (%)

48 (7.5)

42 (7.4)

6 (7.6)

1.02 (0.42 - 2.49)

1.00

Acetaminophen, n (%)

308 (47.9)

284 (50.4)

24 (30.4)

0.43 (0.26 - 0.71)

.001

Ketorolac, n (%)

95 (14.8)

88 (15.6)

7 (8.9)

0.53 (0.23 - 1.18)

.158

Gabapentin, n (%)

231 (35.9)

203 (36.0)

28 (35.4)

0.98 (0.60 - 1.60)

1.00

Diazepam, n (%)

321 (49.9)

290 (51.4)

31 (39.2)

0.61 (0.38 - 0.99)

.056

Anterior

4 (0.6)

3 (0.5)

1 (1.3)

Reference

Posterior

627 (97.5)

551 (97.7)

76 (96.2)

0.41 (0.04 - 4.03)

12 (1.9)

10 (1.8)

2 (2.5)

0.60 (0.04 - 9.16)

Thoracic

246 (38.3)

227 (40.2)

19 (24.1)

Reference

Thoracolumbar

397 (61.7)

337 (59.8)

60 (75.9)

2.13 (1.24 - 3.66)

9.4 (2.4)

9.3 (2.4)

9.8 (2.4)

1.09 (0.98 - 1.20)

MED (mg kg-1 h-1), median (IQR)

Surgical approach, n (%)

Anterior + Posterior

.396

Fusion location, n (%)

Vertebrae fused (n), mean (SD)
EBL (ml), median (IQR)

.008

450.0 (250.0 - 800.0)

432.5 (250.0 - 750.0)

550.0 (400.0 - 900.0)

1.0007
(1.0003 - 1.0010)

.109
.001

Postoperative
ICU admission, n (%)

30 (4.7)

24 (4.3)

6 (7.6)

1.85 (0.73 - 4.67)

.247

Gabapentin, n (%)

449 (69.8)

409 (72.5)

40 (50.6)

0.39 (0.24 - 0.63)

<.001

Ketorolac, n (%)

418 (65.0)

380 (67.4)

38 (48.1)

0.45 (0.28 - 0.72)

.001

Ibuprofen, n (%)

290 (45.1)

263 (46.6)

27 (34.2)

0.59 (0.36 - 0.97)

.050

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASA PS, American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status;
BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, hemoglobin; ICU, intensive care unit; IQR,
interquartile range; MED, morphine equivalent dose; OR, odds ratio; SD, standard deviation; TIVA, total intravenous anesthesia.
a: a Data were collected from the internal Orthopedic Spine Research Database using the preoperative section of the Scoliosis
Research Society-Version 30 (SRS-30) questionnaire.
b: P value was obtained using chi-square or Fisher exact test for categorical or dichotomous variables and two sample t-test or
Wilcoxon rank sum test for continuous variables. Univariable logistic regression model was used to obtain odds ratio for severe
acute postoperative pain with 95% CI.
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Table 3: Comparison of performance of models on the test set
Predictors
Preoperative

Model

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting

Preoperative +
Intraoperative

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting

Preoperative +
Intraoperative +
Postoperative

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting

AUROC
(95% CI)
0.60
(0.47 - 0.74)
0.71
(0.60 - 0.81)
0.70
(0.60 - 0.81)
0.64
(0.51 - 0.76)
0.71
(0.59 - 0.82)
0.66
(0.52 - 0.78)
0.73
(0.62 - 0.83)
0.74
(0.63 - 0.84)
0.70
(0.59 - 0.81)
0.74
(0.61 - 0.84)
0.69
(0.55 - 0.81)
0.75
(0.65 - 0.85)
0.75
(0.64 - 0.86)
0.75
(0.65 - 0.84)
0.76
(0.64 - 0.87)

P value

Reference
.05
.09
.6
.1
Reference
.26
.23
.46
.31
Reference
.23
.24
.25
.25

Threshold
(95% CI)

Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Specificity
(95% CI)

PPV
(95% CI)

NPV
(95% CI)

Accuracy, (%)
(95% CI)

0.096
(0.091 - 0.159)
0.134
(0.092 - 0.208)
0.132
(0.102 - 0.156)
0.127
(0.121 - 0.146)
0.162
(0.069 - 0.233)
0.081
(0.053 - 0.177)
0.120
(0.084 - 0.191)
0.126
(0.083 - 0.197)
0.125
(0.123 - 0.150)
0.117
(0.057 - 0.231)
0.112
(0.049 - 0.156)
0.134
(0.098 - 0.180)
0.121
(0.100 - 0.181)
0.133
(0.120 - 0.141)
0.133
(0.080 - 0.217)

0.61
(0.39 - 0.78)
0.61
(0.52 - 0.87)
0.65
(0.52 - 0.87)
0.61
(0.43 - 0.78)
0.57
(0.48 - 0.83)
0.70
(0.52 - 0.87)
0.70
(0.52 - 0.87)
0.65
(0.52 - 0.87)
0.78
(0.52 - 0.91)
0.65
(0.52 - 0.83)
0.65
(0.57 - 0.87)
0.65
(0.57 - 0.91)
0.74
(0.61 - 0.91)
0.74
(0.61 - 0.91)
0.70
(0.52 - 0.87)

0.64
(0.57 - 0.79)
0.71
(0.51 - 0.87)
0.69
(0.51 - 0.82)
0.66
(0.55 - 0.82)
0.80
(0.50 - 0.87)
0.68
(0.57 - 0.81)
0.65
(0.47 - 0.86)
0.70
(0.51 - 0.85)
0.59
(0.53 - 0.86)
0.70
(0.51 - 0.89)
0.76
(0.58 - 0.83)
0.73
(0.54 - 0.86)
0.67
(0.57 - 0.85)
0.72
(0.55 - 0.82)
0.78
(0.66 - 0.89)

0.19
(0.14 - 0.28)
0.22
(0.16 - 0.37)
0.22
(0.16 - 0.33)
0.20
(0.14 - 0.31)
0.28
(0.16 - 0.41)
0.23
(0.17 - 0.34)
0.21
(0.17 - 0.37)
0.23
(0.17 - 0.36)
0.20
(0.16 - 0.38)
0.23
(0.16 - 0.43)
0.27
(0.18 - 0.37)
0.25
(0.18 - 0.40)
0.23
(0.19 - 0.39)
0.26
(0.20 - 0.38)
0.30
(0.21 - 0.46)

0.92
(0.89 - 0.96)
0.93
(0.91 - 0.97)
0.94
(0.91 - 0.97)
0.93
(0.90 - 0.96)
0.93
(0.91 - 0.97)
0.94
(0.91 - 0.97)
0.94
(0.92 - 0.97)
0.94
(0.92 - 0.97)
0.95
(0.92 - 0.98)
0.94
(0.91 - 0.97)
0.94
(0.92 - 0.98)
0.94
(0.93 - 0.98)
0.95
(0.93 - 0.98)
0.95
(0.93 - 0.98)
0.95
(0.92 - 0.98)

63.54
(56.31 - 70.35)
69.27
(62.22 - 75.71)
68.23
(61.14 - 74.75)
65.10
(57.91 - 71.83)
71.88
(64.95 - 78.11)
68.23
(61.14 - 74.75)
65.62
(58.44 - 72.31)
69.27
(62.22 - 75.71)
61.46
(54.18 - 68.38)
69.79
(62.77 - 76.19)
74.48
(67.70 - 80.48)
71.88
(64.95 - 78.11)
67.71
(60.60 - 74.26)
71.88
(64.95 - 78.11)
76.56
(69.92 - 82.36)

Abbreviations: AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; Lasso, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive
predictive value.
a: P values for the bootstrap test comparing AUROC for different machine learning models with logistic regression model.
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Figure 1: Patient flow diagram and model development

Abbreviations: AIS, adolescent idiopathic scoliosis; EHR, electronic health records; HRQOL, health-related quality of life; Lasso,
Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator.
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Figure 2: Variable importance in the gradient boosting in Phase 3

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, hemoglobin;
HRQOL, health-related quality of life; Intraop, intraoperative; MED, morphine
equivalent dose; Postop, postoperative; Preop, preoperative; T+L, thoracolumbar.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Material 1: Overview of the Integrated Anesthesia
Outcomes Database and the internal Orthopedic Spine Research Database
The Integrated Anesthesia Outcome Database which combines data from our Cerner
Surginet Medical Record, Metavision Anesthesia Information Management System
(AIMS) Database, Cerner PowerChart Electronic Medical Record, Epic Billing
Database, and study surveys used in our institution to follow patients after the surgery.
(Reference: Cravero JP, Sriswasdi P, Lekowski R, et al. Creation of an integrated
outcome database for pediatric anesthesia. Pediatr Anesth. 2016;26(4):345-355.)

The Spine Research team routinely send the preoperative section of the SRS-30
questionnaire (https://www.srs.org/UserFiles/file/outcomes/srs-30.pdf) to every
surgical AIS patient. They collect the questionnaires that patients have filled out and
input the data into the internal Orthopedic Spine Research Database.
We linked data from these two databases using medical record number (MRN) and
then de-identified the data for further analysis.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Material 2: Institutional postoperative pain
management protocol
In our institution, AIS patients received patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) with
morphine or hydromorphone after spinal fusion surgery, and transitioned to oral
oxycodone when pain was well controlled with PCA and the patient is tolerating oral
intake. An intravenous bolus of opioids (morphine/hydromorphone/methadone) was
given when oral oxycodone was insufficient. In addition, nonopioid adjuvant such as
gabapentin, ketorolac, acetaminophen, ibuprofen and diazepam were given. The
nursing staff assessed pain intensity using numerical rating scale (NRS) of 0 – 10 (0
= no pain and 10 = worst pain) every 4 hours with a repeat query within 1 hour after
administration of analgesic medications for breakthrough pain. The amount of
background infusion and PCA were collected from the PCA pump and recorded on
the pain flowsheet.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Opioid conversion equivalency table
Medication

Route

Unit

Fentanyl

IV

mg

Conversion ratio to oral
morphine (mg)
250

Morphine

IV

mg

3

Hydromorphone

IV

mg

15

Sufentanil

IV

mcg

3

Remifentanil

IV

mg

300

Methadone

IV

mg

3

Oxycodone

PO

mg

1.5

Hydromorphone

PO

mg

4

Methadone

PO

mg

3

Abbreviations: IV, intravenous; PO, per os.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 2: List of preoperative medications by
category
Category

Medications

ADHD medications

amphetamine, atomoxetine, dexmethylphenidate, dextroamphetamine,
lisdexamfetamine, methylphenidate

Antidepressants

amitriptyline, bupropion, citalopram, desvenlafaxine, escitalopram, fluoxetine,
mirtazapine, sertraline, trazodone, venlafaxine

Antipsychotics

aripiprazole, olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone, ziprasidone

Anxiolytics

buspirone

Benzodiazepines

alprazolam, clonazepam, diazepam, lorazepam

Muscle relaxants

baclofen, carisoprodol, cyclobenzaprine, metaxalone, methocarbamol

Non-opioids

acetaminophen, acetaminophen-aspirin-caffeine, ibuprofen, indomethacin, naproxen

Opioids

codeine, dextropropoxyphene, hydrocodone, oxycodone

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Material 3: Data inspection and preprocessing
All the variables were inspected for outliers and missing data. Outliers were doublechecked through manual review of the electronic health records (EHR) and set to a
maximum or minimum possible value if the true value cannot be recognized from the
EHR. Variables with less than 10% missing data were imputed using the K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) imputation. Other missing data were categorized as “unknown”. We
converted those continuous variables which were heavily skewed into normalized
scales through log-transformation. Predictors that were highly sparse (n<2) in the
analytic cohort were removed from the final analysis. We applied these preprocessing
methods independently to the training set and the test set to avoid data leakage.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Material 4: Development of machine learning
algorithms
Lasso is a regression-based model that uses L1 penalty to shrink the coefficient
estimates to zero which leads to variable selection. We used a 10-fold cross-validation
to choose the best lambda which was accomplished through the “glmnet” package in
R. Second, elastic net is a further advanced regression-based model which can
balance the penalty between Ridge and Lasso. We used a combination of L1 and L2
penalties to choose the best alpha and the corresponding best lambda. The “glmnet”
and the “caret” R packages were utilized for elastic net model. Third, random forest is
an ensemble of decision trees using bootstrap aggregation with feature selection. We
used the “ranger” and the “caret” R packages to build random forest model. Lastly,
gradient boosting is another tree-based model which updates the current model based
on residuals of previous models using a gradient descent algorithm to minimize a loss
function. We used the “XGBoost” and the “caret” R packages to construct gradient
boosting. For elastic net, random forest and gradient boosting, we created a
hyperparameter tuning grid using 10-fold cross-validation and the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve as the performance metric to identify the best set of
hyperparameters.
We utilized several methods to minimize overfitting including: (1) penalty terms in
Lasso and elastic net models, (2) bootstrap aggregation and subsample features in a
random forest model, (3) 10-fold cross-validation repeated three times in all machine
learning models.
We employed several approaches to address the issue of class imbalance: (1) we split
the dataset into training and test set with equal proportion of the target outcome to
prevent the minority class were only assigned to one dataset, (2) we used “ROC” as
metric rather than “Accuracy” when we trained the model to prevent the model from
predicting minority class for all subjects and still gain a very high accuracy, (3) we used
the “best threshold” as the cut-off to assign the predicted probabilities to one of the
classes rather than 0.5 risk cut-off.

Reference:
James G, Witten D, Hastie T, Tibshirani R. An Introduction to Statistical Learning.
Vol 103. Springer New York; 2013.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 1: The scree plot of the within cluster sum
of squares for cluster solutions (A) among cases from 2011 to 2014 and (B)
among cases from 2015 to 2019
A

B
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 3: Average silhouette width for cluster
solutions

No. of clusters

Average silhouette width
2011-2014

2015-2019

4

0.58

0.55

5

0.55

0.54

6

0.55

0.54

7

0.54

0.53

8

0.54

0.53

9

0.53

0.54

10

0.51

0.54
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 2: The scatterplot of K-means cluster
analyses identifying patient cluster membership based on total opioid
consumption and median pain score (A) among cases from 2011 to 2014 and (B)
among cases from 2015 to 2019

A

B
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 4: Comparison of predictors and outcome
between the analytic and non-analytic cohort
Non-analytic cohort

Analytic cohort

N = 478

N = 643

14.5 (13.0 - 16.0)

15.0 (14.0 - 17.0)

366 (76.6)

523 (81.3)

20.27 (17.98 - 23.13)

20.81 (18.75 - 23.58)

No

103 (21.5)

137 (21.3)

Yes

225 (47.1)

285 (44.3)

Unknown

150 (31.4)

221 (34.4)

Variable
Preoperative
Age (year), median (IQR)
Sex (female), n (%)
BMI (kg/m2), median (IQR)
Religion, n (%)

Race/Ethnicity, n (%)
Caucasian

331 (69.2)

438 (68.1)

African American

29 (6.1)

34 (5.3)

Asian

11 (2.3)

11 (1.7)

Hispanic

18 (3.8)

21 (3.3)

Unknown

89 (18.6)

139 (21.6)

Public

99 (20.7)

117 (18.2)

International

20 (4.2)

3 (0.5)

355 (74.3)

520 (80.9)

4 (0.8)

3 (0.5)

I - II

424 (88.7)

619 (96.3)

III - IV

54 (11.3)

24 (3.7)

13.40 (12.70 - 14.10)

13.40 (12.90 - 14.10)

478 (100.0)

643 (100.0)

242 (50.6)

252 (39.2)

11 (2.3)

0 (0.0)

Liver disease , n (%)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Chronic kidney diseasea, n (%)

2 (0.4)

1 (0.2)

Developmental disorders, n (%)

47 (9.8)

39 (6.1)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Anxiety, n (%)

90 (18.8)

103 (16.0)

ADHD, n (%)

58 (12.1)

71 (11.0)

Autism, n (%)

20 (4.2)

15 (2.3)

Depression, n (%)

58 (12.1)

38 (5.9)

Other mental health diagnosis, n (%)

Insurance, n (%)

Private
Unknown
ASA PS, n (%)

Hb (g/dL), median (IQR)
a

Normal creatine , n (%)
Surgical history, n (%)
a

Previous spinal fusion surgery , n (%)
a

a

Spastic quadriplegia , n (%)

52 (10.9)

52 (8.1)

Clonidine, n (%)

7 (1.5)

9 (1.4)

Benzodiazepines, n (%)

5 (1.0)

7 (1.1)

a

3 (0.6)

0 (0.0)

Gabapentin , n (%)

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 4: Continued
Non-analytic cohort

Analytic cohort

N = 478

N = 643

Muscle relaxanta, n (%)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

ADHD medications, n (%)

12 (2.5)

27 (4.2)

Anxiolytic, n (%)

1 (0.2)

3 (0.5)

Antidepressants, n (%)

21 (4.4)

30 (4.7)

Antipsychotics, n (%)

3 (0.6)

6 (0.9)

Marijuana, n (%)

22 (4.6)

30 (4.7)

Alcohol, n (%)

27 (5.6)

37 (5.8)

Tobacco, n (%)

7 (1.5)

10 (1.6)

4.62 (3.55 - 5.83)

4.12 (3.15 - 5.32)

Variable

Intraoperative
Surgical duration (h), median (IQR)
Responsible surgeon, n (%)
Low volume

2 (0.4)

2 (0.3)

High volume

476 (99.6)

641 (99.7)

Low volume

77 (16.1)

115 (17.9)

Median volume

71 (14.9)

115 (17.9)

High volume

330 (69.0)

413 (64.2)

Inhalational

144 (30.1)

164 (25.5)

TIVA

55 (11.5)

71 (11.0)

Attending anesthesiologist, n (%)

Anesthesia maintenance, n (%)

Inhalational + intravenous

279 (58.4)

408 (63.5)

1.00 (0.78 - 1.34)

1.02 (0.77 - 1.38)

Dexmedetomidine, n (%)

58 (12.1)

44 (6.8)

Ketamine, n (%)

35 (7.3)

48 (7.5)

165 (34.5)

308 (47.9)

43 (9.0)

95 (14.8)

Gabapentin, n (%)

124 (25.9)

231 (35.9)

Diazepam, n (%)

240 (50.2)

321 (49.9)

Anterior

1 (0.2)

4 (0.6)

Posterior

452 (94.6)

627 (97.5)

25 (5.2)

12 (1.9)

Thoracic

169 (35.4)

246 (38.3)

Thoracolumbar

309 (64.6)

397 (61.7)

10 (8 - 12)

10 (8 - 11)

600.00 (300.00 - 898.75)

450.00 (250.00 - 800.00)

ICU admission, n (%)

58 (12.1)

30 (4.7)

Gabapentin, n (%)

275 (57.5)

449 (69.8)

MED (mg·kg-1·h-1), median (IQR)

Acetaminophen, n (%)
Ketorolac, n (%)

Surgical approach, n (%)

Anterior + Posterior
Fusion location, n (%)

Vertebrae fused (n), median (IQR)
EBL (ml), median (IQR)
Postoperative

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 4: Continued
Non-analytic cohort

Analytic cohort

N = 478

N = 643

Ketorolac, n (%)

240 (50.2)

418 (65.0)

Ibuprofen, n (%)

140 (29.3)

290 (45.1)

478 (100.0)

643 (100.0)

478 (100.0)

643 (100.0)

78 (16.3)

79 (12.3)

Variable

a

Acetaminophen , n (%)
a

Diazepam , n (%)
Outcome
Severe pain, n (%)
a

Variables that were highly sparse or only have one value were excluded.
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASA PS, American Society of Anesthesiologists
physical status; BMI, body mass index; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, hemoglobin; ICU, intensive care unit; IQR,
interquartile range; MED, morphine equivalent dose; TIVA, total intravenous anesthesia.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 5: Characteristics of the cohort in the
training and test sets
Training set

Test set

N = 451

N = 192

15.0 (14.0 - 17.0)

15.0 (14.0 - 16.0)

366 (81.2)

157 (81.8)

20.7 (18.7 - 23.6)

21.0 (18.9 - 23.6)

No

92 (20.4)

45 (23.4)

Yes

206 (45.7)

79 (41.2)

Unknown

153 (33.9)

68 (35.4)

Variable
Preoperative
Age (year), median (IQR)
Sex (female), n (%)
BMI (kg/m2), median (IQR)
Religion, n (%)

Race/Ethnicity, n (%)
Caucasian

317 (70.2)

121 (63.0)

African American

21 (4.7)

13 (6.8)

Asian

9 (2.0)

2 (1.0)

Hispanic

13 (2.9)

8 (4.2)

Unknown

91 (20.2)

48 (25.0)

82 (18.2)

35 (18.2)

1 (0.2)

2 (1.1)

365 (80.9)

155 (80.7)

3 (0.7)

0 (0)

437 (96.9)

182 (94.8)

14 (3.1)

10 (5.2)

13.4 (12.9 - 14.1)

13.4 (13.0 - 14.1)

179 (39.7)

73 (38.0)

Developmental disorders, n (%)

29 (6.4)

10 (5.2)

Anxiety, n (%)

78 (17.3)

25 (13.0)

ADHD, n (%)

51 (11.3)

20 (10.4)

Autism, n (%)

11 (2.4)

4 (2.1)

Depression, n (%)

29 (6.4)

9 (4.7)

Other mental health diagnosis, n (%)

42 (9.3)

10 (5.2)

Clonidine, n (%)

6 (1.3)

3 (1.6)

Benzodiazepines, n (%)

7 (1.6)

0 (0)

ADHD medications, n (%)

20 (4.4)

7 (3.6)

Anxiolytic, n (%)

2 (0.4)

1 (0.5)

Antidepressants, n (%)

24 (5.3)

6 (3.1)

Antipsychotics, n (%)

5 (1.1)

1 (0.5)

Marijuana, n (%)

19 (4.2)

11 (5.7)

Alcohol, n (%)

23 (5.1)

14 (7.3)

Insurance, n (%)
Public
International
Private
Unknown
ASA PS, n (%)
I - II
III - IV
Hb (g/dL), median (IQR)
Surgical history, n (%)

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 5: Continued
Training set

Test set

N = 451

N = 192

3 (0.7)

7 (3.6)

4.20 (3.60 - 4.60)

4.20 (3.60 - 4.60)

4.20 (3.80 - 4.60)

4.20 (3.80 - 4.60)

Self-Image , median (IQR)

3.33 (2.83 - 3.83)

3.33 (2.83 - 3.83)

Mental Healtha, median (IQR)

4.00 (3.40 - 4.55)

4.00 (3.60 - 4.60)

186 (41.2)

70 (36.5)

197 (43.7)

85 (44.3)

83 (18.4)

42 (21.9)

7 (1.6)

2 (1.0)

136 (30.2)

54 (28.1)

4.07 (3.12 - 5.29)

4.22 (3.24 - 5.50)

Low volume

2 (0.4)

0 (0)

High volume

449 (99.6)

192 (100.0)

Low volume

79 (17.5)

36 (18.8)

Median volume

77 (17.1)

38 (19.8)

High volume

295 (65.4)

118 (61.5)

Inhalational

116 (25.7)

48 (25.0)

TIVA

50 (11.1)

21 (10.9)

285 (63.2)

123 (64.1)

1.04 (0.78 - 1.39)

0.94 (0.75 - 1.36)

Dexmedetomidine, n (%)

33 (7.3)

11 (5.7)

Ketamine, n (%)

32 (7.1)

16 (8.3)

Acetaminophen, n (%)

210 (46.6)

98 (51.0)

Ketorolac, n (%)

69 (15.3)

26 (13.5)

Gabapentin, n (%)

159 (35.3)

72 (37.5)

Diazepam, n (%)

221 (49.0)

100 (52.1)

Anterior

2 (0.4)

2 (1.0)

Posterior

442 (98.0)

185 (96.4)

7 (1.6)

5 (2.6)

Thoracic

181 (40.1)

65 (33.9)

Thoracolumbar

270 (59.9)

127 (66.1)

Vertebrae fused (n), median (IQR)

10.0 (8.0 – 11.0)

9.0 (8.0 - 11.2)

EBL (ml), median (IQR)

500 (250 - 800)

448 (200 - 759)

Variable
Tobacco, n (%)
a

Pain , median (IQR)
a

Function , median (IQR)
a

Moderate to severe pain_1ma, n (%)
a

Moderate to severe pain_6m , n (%)
a

Frequent pain at rest , n (%)
a

Opioids , n (%)
a

Non-opioids , n (%)
Intraoperative
Surgical duration (h), median (IQR)
Responsible surgeon, n (%)

Attending anesthesiologist, n (%)

Anesthesia maintenance, n (%)

Inhalational + intravenous
-1

-1

MED (mg kg h ), median (IQR)

Surgical approach, n (%)

Anterior + Posterior
Fusion location, n (%)

Postoperative

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 5: Continued
Training set

Test set

N = 451

N = 192

21 (4.7)

9 (4.7)

Gabapentin, n (%)

313 (69.4)

136 (70.8)

Ketorolac, n (%)

295 (65.4)

123 (64.1)

Ibuprofen, n (%)

197 (43.7)

93 (48.4)

56 (12.4)

23 (12.0)

Variable
ICU admission, n (%)

Outcome
Severe pain, n (%)
a

Data were collected from the internal Orthopedic Spine Research Database using the preoperative section of the
Scoliosis Research Society-Version 30 (SRS-30) questionnaire.
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASA PS, American Society of Anesthesiologists
physical status; BMI, body mass index; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, hemoglobin; ICU, intensive care unit; IQR,
interquartile range; MED, morphine equivalent dose; TIVA, total intravenous anesthesia.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 6: Data preprocessing and missing data
Variable

Type of data

Details / Preprocessing

Missing data

Age

continuous

normal distribution

no missing data

Sex

dichotomous

male, female

no missing data

Preoperative

BMI
Religion

continuous

skewed distribution /
log-transformation

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data
N = 221 (34.4%),
categorized as “unknown”

Caucasian, African

N = 139 (21.6%),

American, Asian, Hispanic

categorized as “unknown”

Race/Ethnicity

categorical

Insurance

categorical

public, international, private

dichotomous

I – II, III - IV

continuous

normal distribution

Surgical history

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Developmental disorders

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Anxiety

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

ADHD

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Autism

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Depression

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Other mental health diagnosis

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Clonidine

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Benzodiazepines

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

ADHD medications

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Anxiolytic

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Antidepressants

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Antipsychotics

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Marijuana

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Alcohol

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Tobacco

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Paina

continuous

skewed distribution

Functiona

continuous

skewed distribution

Self-Imagea

continuous

skewed distribution

Mental Healtha

continuous

skewed distribution

dichotomous

yes, no

ASA PS
Hb

Moderate to severe pain_1ma

N = 3 (0.5%), categorized
as “unknown”
no missing data
N = 5 (0.8%), imputed using
KNN

N = 1 (0.16%)
imputed using KNN
N = 7 (1.1%)
imputed using KNN
N = 5 (0.8%)
imputed using KNN
N = 7 (1.1%)
imputed using KNN
N = 2 (0.31%)
imputed using KNN

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 6: Continued
Variable

Type of data

Details / Engineering

Moderate to severe pain_6ma

dichotomous

yes, no

Frequent pain at resta

dichotomous

yes, no

Opioidsa

dichotomous

yes, no

Non-opioidsa

dichotomous

yes, no

Missing data
N = 2 (0.31%)
imputed using KNN
N = 1 (0.16%)
imputed using KNN
N = 7 (1.1%)
imputed using KNN
N = 7 (1.1%)
imputed using KNN

Intraoperative
Surgical duration
Responsible surgeon

continuous
dichotomous

skewed distribution /
log-transformation
low volume (<100 cases)
high volume (>100 cases)

no missing data
no missing data

low volume (< 10 cases)
Attending anesthesiologist

categorical

median volume (>10
cases, <100 cases)

no missing data

high volume (>100 cases)
Anesthesia maintenance

categorical

MED

continuous

inhalational, TIVA,
inhalational + intravenous
skewed distribution /
log-transformation

no missing data
no missing data

Dexmedetomidine

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Ketamine

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Acetaminophen

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Ketorolac

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Gabapentin

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Diazepam

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Surgical approach

categorical

anterior, posterior,
anterior + posterior

no missing data

Fusion location

dichotomous

thoracic, thoracolumbar

no missing data

Vertebrae fused

continuous

normal distribution

no missing data

EBL

continuous

skewed distribution /
log-transformation

no missing data

Postoperative
ICU admission

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Gabapentin

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Ketorolac

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Ibuprofen

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

dichotomous

yes, no

no missing data

Outcome
Severe pain
a

Data were collected from the internal Orthopedic Spine Research Database using the preoperative section of the
Scoliosis Research Society-Version 30 (SRS-30) questionnaire.
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Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASA PS, American Society of Anesthesiologists
physical status; BMI, body mass index; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, hemoglobin; ICU, intensive care unit; KNN,
K-nearest neighbor; MED, morphine equivalent dose; TIVA, total intravenous anesthesia.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 7: Tuning parameters for machine learning
models
Predictors

Machine learning model

Package

Optimal tuning parameters

Preoperative

Lasso

glmnet

lambda = 0.018

Elastic Net

glmnet, caret

alpha = 0.9, lambda = 0.03

Random Forest

ranger, caret

mtry = 1, min.node.size = 5,
splitrule=gini

Gradient Boosting

XGBoost, caret

eta = 0.3, max_depth = 1, gamma = 0,
colsample bytree = 0.6,
min_child_weight = 1,
subsample = 1, nrounds = 50

Preoperative +

Lasso

glmnet

lambda = 0.02

Intraoperative

Elastic Net

glmnet, caret

alpha = 1, lambda = 0.02

Random Forest

ranger, caret

mtry = 1, min.node.size = 5,
splitrule=gini

Gradient Boosting

XGBoost, caret

eta = 0.3, max_depth = 1, gamma = 0,
colsample bytree = 0.8,
min_child_weight = 1,
subsample = 1, nrounds = 100

Preoperative +

Lasso

glmnet

lambda = 0.02

Intraoperative +

Elastic Net

glmnet, caret

alpha = 0.8, lambda = 0.02

Postoperative

Random Forest

ranger, caret

mtry = 1, min.node.size = 3,
splitrule=gini

Gradient Boosting

XGBoost, caret

eta = 0.3, max_depth = 1, gamma = 0,
colsample bytree = 0.8,
min_child_weight = 1,
subsample = 0.75, nrounds = 50

Abbreviation: Lasso, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 3: Receiver operating characteristic
curves for each model using pre-, intra-, and post-operative predictors on the
test set

Abbreviation: Lasso, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 4: Calibration curves for each model using
pre-, intra-, and post-operative predictors on the test set

Abbreviation: Lasso, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 8: Performance of machine learning models
using pre-operative predictors on the training set
Machine Learning

AUROC

Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

Accuracy, %

Model

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting

0.84

0.146

0.71

0.81

0.34

0.95

79.60

(0.79 - 0.89)

(0.084 - 0.171)

(0.66 - 0.88)

(0.66 - 0.85)

(0.25 - 0.42)

(0.94 - 0.98)

(75.58 - 83.23)

0.79

0.150

0.66

0.80

0.32

0.94

78.27

(0.72 - 0.85)

(0.121 - 0.173)

(0.61 - 0.84)

(0.65 - 0.86)

(0.23 - 0.41)

(0.93 - 0.97)

(74.17 - 81.99)

0.78

0.128

0.75

0.69

0.25

0.95

69.40

(0.71 - 0.85)

(0.123 - 0.160)

(0.61 - 0.82)

(0.65 - 0.85)

(0.22 - 0.40)

(0.93 - 0.97)

(64.92 - 73.63)

0.93

0.154

0.80

0.92

0.59

0.97

90.47

(0.89 - 0.96)

(0.134 - 0.164)

(0.77 - 0.93)

(0.78 - 0.95)

(0.36 - 0.70)

(0.96 - 0.99)

(87.37 - 93.01)

0.85

0.151

0.79

0.79

0.35

0.96

79.16

(0.80 - 0.90)

(0.136 - 0.192)

(0.66 - 0.88)

(0.75 - 0.89)

(0.30 - 0.49)

(0.95 - 0.98)

(75.11 - 82.82)

Abbreviations: AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; Lasso, least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 9: Performance of machine learning models
using pre- and intra-operative predictors on the training set
Machine Learning

AUROC

Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

Accuracy, %

Model

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting

0.89

0.150

0.80

0.83

0.40

0.97

82.48

(0.85 - 0.93)

(0.092 - 0.173)

(0.75 - 0.91)

(0.74 - 0.87)

(0.32 - 0.48)

(0.96 - 0.98)

(78.65 - 85.88)

0.81

0.144

0.70

0.78

0.31

0.95

77.16

(0.75 - 0.87)

(0.113 - 0.179)

(0.61 - 0.84)

(0.64 - 0.88)

(0.23 - 0.45)

(0.94 - 0.97)

(73.01 - 80.96)

0.81

0.139

0.71

0.77

0.31

0.95

76.27

(0.75 - 0.87)

(0.117 - 0.177)

(0.61 - 0.82)

(0.65 - 0.88)

(0.23 - 0.46)

(0.94 - 0.97)

(72.07 - 80.13)

0.99

0.158

0.93

0.95

0.73

0.99

94.68

(0.98 - 1.00)

(0.143 - 0.168)

(0.89 - 1.00)

(0.89 - 0.99)

(0.56 - 0.92)

(0.98 - 1.00)

(92.19 - 96.56)

0.92

0.134

0.86

0.78

0.36

0.97

79.16

(0.88 - 0.95)

(0.124 - 0.249)

(0.73 - 0.91)

(0.74 - 0.94)

(0.31 - 0.66)

(0.96 - 0.99)

(75.11 - 82.82)

Abbreviations: AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; Lasso, least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 10: Performance of machine learning
models using pre-, intra-, and post-operative predictors on the training set
Machine Learning

AUROC

Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

Accuracy, %

Model

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting

0.90

0.124

0.84

0.81

0.39

0.97

81.37

(0.86 - 0.94)

(0.100 - 0.157)

(0.77 - 0.93)

(0.75 - 0.87)

(0.32 - 0.48)

(0.96 - 0.99)

(77.47 - 84.86)

0.82

0.155

0.70

0.80

0.33

0.95

78.94

(0.76 - 0.88)

(0.105 - 0.187)

(0.61 - 0.82)

(0.65 - 0.89)

(0.24 - 0.49)

(0.94 - 0.97)

(74.88 - 82.61)

0.83

0.155

0.68

0.81

0.33

0.95

78.94

(0.77 - 0.88)

(0.100 - 0.187)

(0.61 - 0.84)

(0.62 - 0.90)

(0.23 - 0.51)

(0.94 - 0.97)

(74.88 - 82.61)

0.99

0.152

0.96

0.95

0.75

0.99

95.34

(0.99 - 1.00)

(0.143 - 0.171)

(0.91 - 1.00)

(0.92 - 0.99)

(0.65 - 0.95)

(0.99 - 1.00)

(92.97 - 97.09)

0.89

0.150

0.80

0.80

0.36

0.97

80.04

(0.84 - 0.93)

(0.125 - 0.240)

(0.71 - 0.91)

(0.73 - 0.91)

(0.30 - 0.54)

(0.95 - 0.98)

(76.05 - 83.64)

Abbreviations: AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; Lasso, least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 5: Variable importance in the Least
Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (Lasso) using pre-, intra-, and postoperative predictors

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; EBL, estimated blood loss; HRQOL, health-related quality of life;
Intraop, intraoperative; Postop, postoperative; T+L, thoracolumbar.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 6: Variable importance in the elastic net
using pre-, intra-, and post-operative predictors

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, hemoglobin; HRQOL, healthrelated quality of life; Intraop, intraoperative; Postop, postoperative; Preop, preoperative; T+L,
thoracolumbar.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 7: Variable importance in the random
forest using pre-, intra-, and post-operative predictors

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, hemoglobin; HRQOL, healthrelated quality of life; ICU, intensive care unit; Intraop, intraoperative; MED, morphine equivalent dose;
Postop, postoperative; Preop, preoperative; T+L, thoracolumbar.
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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Delivery of pediatric sedation outside the operating room (OR) is a
potentially high-risk practice. Given the high volume and demand over the past two
decades, sedation is delivered by a wide range of providers. Despite the use of
advanced monitoring techniques and the adherence to the practice guidelines for
pediatric procedural sedation, the incidence of severe adverse events (SAE) during
pediatric sedation outside the OR has slightly increased in recent years. There is a
great need to develop a triage system with the purpose of helping sedation services
with facilitate risk stratification and allocate healthcare resources.
METHODS: Data were obtained from the PSRC database from November 10, 2011
to December 31, 2019. The primary outcome of interest was airway obstruction
(complete and partial) during the sedation outside the OR. Four modeling approaches,
including logistic regression model, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
(Lasso), elastic net, and gradient boosting, were developed to predict airway
obstruction using 195 variables that were routinely collected. Model performance was
evaluated using area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC),
accuracy and decision curve analysis on the test set and external validation dataset.
RESULTS: Of 288,510 eligible sedation cases for model development, 10994 (3.8%)
had recorded airway obstruction as an outcome. Four algorithms were developed on
the training set. Gradient boosting had the best discrimination and calibration ability
on the test set and the temporal validation dataset with AUROC 0.796 (95% CI, 0.789
– 0.803), PPV 0.095 (95% CI, 0.089 – 0.098), accuracy 72.94% (95% CI, 72.64% –
73.23%), and with AUROC 0.765 (95% CI, 0.755 – 0.776), PPV 0.097 (95% CI, 0.088
– 0.109), accuracy 71.14% (95% CI, 70.72% – 71.55%), respectively. Decision curve
analysis showed gradient boosting had the greatest net benefit over the range of
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threshold probabilities. On the geographic validation dataset, gradient boosting had
the lowest net benefit.
CONCLUSIONS: Gradient boosting model of Machine Learning achieved better
predictive performance on the test set and temporal validation dataset, but not on the
geographic validation dataset, indicating that broader generalizability is needed before
we apply the forecasting algorithm to the triage system.
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INTRODUCTION
Delivery of pediatric sedation outside the operating room (OR) has expanded in
volume and demand over the past two decades. The rapid growth of the sedation
services has outpaced the availability of pediatric anesthesiologists. As a result,
physicians, and nurses from various specialists have increasingly provided sedation
services. A recent study from the Pediatric Sedation Research Consortium (PSRC)1
reported that less than 10% of the pediatric sedation providers in their collaborative
were anesthesiologists in the past decade. This practice requires considerable
expertise as different diagnostic and therapeutic procedures often have different
requirements for depths of sedation. Sometimes a single procedure has varying needs
for depth of sedation over its duration.2 Moreover, children are at higher risk for
sedation-related complications when compared to adults and have lower tolerance for
error. Previous studies3-5 have shown that it is common for children to rapidly pass
from the intended level of moderate sedation to an unintended state of deep sedation
or even progress into general anesthesia. The result is a potentially high-risk practice
where back-up care may be required throughout a hospital and sedation is delivered
by a wide range of providers.6 Despite the use of advanced monitoring techniques and
the adherence to the practice guidelines for pediatric procedural sedation, the
incidence of severe adverse events (SAE) during pediatric sedation/anesthesia
outside the OR has slightly increased in recent years. In the studies performed to date,
airway obstruction was the most common SAE, accounting for approximately 90% of
overall SAEs and often requiring airway interventions such as laryngeal mask airway
(LMA) placement or emergency tracheal intubation. No triage system has been
described to screen children with high risk of airway obstruction during procedural
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sedation outside the OR in order to help pediatric sedation programs allocate highly
skilled sedation providers, appropriate equipment and backup resources.
Sophisticated machine learning techniques are geared to process complex data
and non-linear interactions between predictors in order to yield more accurate
prediction.7 However, recent applications of machine learning to healthcare data are
fueling an intense debate. A large meta-analysis of 71 studies8 indicated no
performance benefit of machine learning over logistic regression for clinical prediction
models, partially because of unsound model validation procedures.
Our aim was to develop and validate a prediction model for airway obstruction
during pediatric sedation outside the OR. We hypothesized that we could apply
machine learning techniques to the retrospective analysis of prospectively collected
data from the PSRC database to create forecasting algorithm, and show its superior
predictive ability compared with traditional logistic regression model after solid external
validation.
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METHODS
This retrospective observational study was approved by the institutional review board
(IRB) at each institution participating in the PSRC and waiver of informed consent was
granted by the IRB. The current study protocol was reviewed and approved by the
PSRC committee. This manuscript follows the Transparent Reporting of a
Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD)
guidelines.9
Data Sources
The PSRC10,11 is a multidisciplinary data-sharing group of more than 60 institutions
across the United States, including large children’s hospitals, children’s hospital within
hospitals, and general/community hospitals. Each of the participating institutions was
required to identify a primary investigator and agreed to a standardized methodology
for data collection and quality oversight from sedation sites at their location, and
perform periodic audits of records to ensure data accuracy and integrity. Data
collection is prospective and observational.
Study Population
We used data from the PSRC database from November 10, 2011 to December 31,
2019. All pediatric patients who received procedural sedation outside the OR during
that time frame were eligible for review. Exclusion criteria included age >21 years old,
intubation due to any reason other than airway obstruction during the sedation, no
sedative used, and patients with a tracheostomy.
Outcome
The primary outcome was airway obstruction (complete and partial) during the
sedation outside the OR, which was defined by the PSRC committee consensus and
is adhered to by all institutions that report data to the PSRC database.
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Predictors
The predictors for model development were the variables routinely collected by the
PSRC:
Patient characteristics: age, gender, weight, American Society of Anesthesiologists
(ASA) Physical Status score, NPO status for clear liquids and solids.
Patient coexisting medical problems: asthma, burn injury, cardiovascular,
congenital abnormalities, craniofacial, dental, dermatologic, developmental/behavioral,
foreign body, gastrointestinal (GI), unknown growth or mass, hearing deficiency,
hematology/oncology,
metabolic/genetic,

immune

neurological,

compromise,
orthopedic,

infection,

prematurity,

liver

disease,

psychiatric,

renal

insufficiency, rheumatologic, seasonal allergies, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA),
status post-transplant, trauma activation/evaluation, wound management, upper
respiratory infection (URI), lower respiratory disease, upper respiratory disease,
obesity, and other.
Procedure performed: bronchoscopy, echocardiogram, cardioversion, central
vascular access, upper endoscopy, colonoscopy, radiation therapy, bone marrow
biopsy, lumbar puncture (LP) for chemotherapy, LP for diagnostic or therapeutic,
dental, ophthalmology, botulinum toxin treatment, cast or splint placement, fracture
reduction,

joint

infection,

auditory

brainstem

response

(ABR)

test,

electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyography (EMG), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), renal biopsy, renal/bone scan, voiding
cystourethrogram (VCUG), exam under sedation, airway procedure, GI procedure,
hematology/oncology procedure, orthopedic procedure, neurological procedure,
minor surgical procedure, radiology procedure (nuclear medicine or interventional
radiology), other painful procedure, and other non-painful procedure.
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Primary reason for procedure: burn injury, cardiovascular, congenital abnormalities,
craniofacial, dental, dermatologic, developmental/behavioral, foreign body, GI,
unknown growth or mass, hearing deficiency, hematology/oncology, immune
compromise, infection, liver disease, metabolic/genetic, neurological, orthopedic,
prematurity, psychiatric, renal insufficiency, rheumatologic, status post-transplant,
trauma activation/evaluation, wound management, lower respiratory disease, upper
respiratory disease, and other.
Responsible provider: advanced practice nurse, general anesthesiologist, pediatric
anesthesiologist, pediatric anesthesiologist with advanced practice nurse, general
emergency medicine, pediatric emergency medicine, general intensivist, pediatric
intensivist, hospitalist, pediatrician, dentist, radiologist, registered nurse, fellow, and
other.
Sedation location: dental office, pediatric clinic, radiology, sedation unit,
catheterization laboratory, critical care unit, emergency department (ED), endoscopy
suite, pediatric floor, radiation oncology unit, burn unit, nuclear medicine,
interventional radiology, and other.
Sedation location type: hospital associated, free standing.
Monitors

used:

no

monitor,

direct

observation,

blood

pressure

(BP),

electrocardiogram (ECG), pulse oximetry (SpO2), end-tidal carbon dioxide (ETCO2),
impedence

pleth,

bispectral

index

(BIS),

inspired/expired

gas

monitoring,

precordial/pretracheal stethoscope, and temperature.
Medication used and route of administration: propofol, dexmedetomidine,
ketamine, etomidate, midazolam, phenobarbital, chloral hydrate, methohexital,
diazepam, lorazepam, fentanyl, morphine, hydromorphone, meperidine, remifentanil,
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alfentanil,

hydrocodone,

oxycodone,

ketorolac,

ibuprofen,

acetaminophen,

hydrocodone/acetaminophen, atropine, and glycopyrrolate.
Statistical Analysis
Data partitions and preprocessing: Data were partitioned into a model development
dataset, temporal external validation dataset and geographic external validation
dataset. We first trained and tested the models using the data from 2011 to 2018, and
then externally validate the models on the data from 2019 (temporal validation) and
the data from one of the institutions that were consistent with data entry during the
study period (geographic validation). We randomly split the model development
dataset into a training set (70% of the patient cohort) and a test set (the remaining
30% of the patient cohort), with equal proportion of the target outcome. All the
variables were inspected for missing data. For dichotomous or categorical variables,
missing value were categorized as “unknown”. For continuous variables with missing
data that is missing completely at random, we performed complete case analysis.
Predictors that were highly sparse in the dataset were removed from the final analysis.
We applied these preprocessing methods independently to the training set, the test
set, the temporal validation dataset, and the geographic validation dataset to avoid
data leakage.
Model development: In addition to the traditional logistic regression model, we
developed three machine learning algorithms on the training set. First, Lasso is a
regression-based model that uses L1 penalty to shrink the coefficient estimates to zero
which leads to variable selection. We used a 10-fold cross-validation to choose the
best lambda which was accomplished through the “glmnet” package in R.12 Second,
elastic net is a further advanced regression-based model which can balance the
penalty between Ridge and Lasso. We used a combination of L1 and L2 penalties to
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choose the best alpha and the corresponding best lambda. The “glmnet” and the “caret”
R packages were utilized for elastic net model.12 Third, gradient boosting is a treebased model which updates the current model based on residuals of previous models
using a gradient descent algorithm to minimize a loss function. We used the “XGBoost”
and the “caret” R packages to construct gradient boosting.12 For elastic net and
gradient boosting, we created a hyperparameter tuning grid using 10-fold crossvalidation and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as the performance
metric to identify the best set of hyperparameters.
We utilized several methods to minimize overfitting including: (1) penalty terms in
Lasso and elastic net models, (2) 10-fold cross-validation repeated three times in the
machine learning models.
Model performance: With each best model determined, we evaluated the model
performance on the training set, the test set, the temporal validation dataset, and the
geographic validation dataset. Measures used for model assessment were (1)
Discrimination: the area under the ROC curve (AUROC), the best threshold and the
corresponding specificity, sensitivity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative
predictive value (NPV) were generated utilizing the “pROC” package and each 95%
confidence interval (95% CI) was computed with 2000 stratified bootstrap replicates.
AUROC < 0.7 is considered poor performance, 0.7 – 0.8 is good, and > 0.8 is excellent.
(12) We compared the AUROC for machine learning models with a logistic regression
model on the test set, the temporal validation dataset, and the geographic validation
dataset using the two-sided bootstrap test with 2000 stratified bootstrap replicates. (2)
Calibration: we used the best threshold as the cut-off to assign the predicted
probabilities to one of the classes of outcome. Then “confusionMatrix” function in
“caret” package was used to compute accuracy of each model and its 95% CI.
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Calibration curve were utilized to characterize how consistent the predicted
probabilities were with the observed incidence. (3) Decision curve analysis: we
constructed decision curve to yield net benefit in each model, defined as net increase
in the number of true-positive cases identified without an increase in the number of
false-positive results at various threshold probability.13
We employed several approaches to address the issue of class imbalance: (1) we split
the dataset into training and test set with equal proportion of the target outcome to
prevent the minority class were only assigned to one dataset. (2) we used “ROC” as
metric rather than “Accuracy” when we trained the model to prevent the model from
predicting minority class for all subjects and still gain a very high accuracy. (3) we used
the “best threshold” as the cut-off to assign the predicted probabilities to one of the
classes rather than 0.5 risk cut-off.
Variable importance: In order to estimate the contribution of each variable to the
different model, regression coefficients were used for Lasso and elastic net. For
gradient boosting, we employed permutation feature importance14, defined as the
decrease in model performance when the data for a variable is randomly shuffled.
All analyses were performed with R version 3.6.1 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria).
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RESULTS
Participants and Outcome
During the study period, 70 institutions entered data into the PSRC database. Of
372,853 eligible cases, we excluded 1406 cases >21 years old, 4986 cases intubated
due to other reasons, 54 cases who did not receive sedative, 79 cases with a
tracheostomy. Of the remaining cases, 2051 cases (0.56%) with missing data on
weight were excluded, leaving 364,277 cases for final analysis (Figure 1). Among
these, 288,510 cases were from 2011 to 2018 (model development dataset), 45,972
cases were from 2019 (temporal validation dataset), and 29,795 cases were from one
of the institutions (geographic validation dataset). The characteristics of each cohort
are detailed in Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1.
After data cleaning, we excluded those binary variables that were highly sparse.
Ultimately, there were 195 variables for model development. Table 1 shows the
characteristics of the 288,510 cases in the model development dataset. Compared to
277,516 (96.2%) patients without airway obstruction, 10,944 (3.8%) patients who had
airway obstruction during the sedation outside the OR were, on average, older male
and had higher weight and ASA status, and included a higher proportion of patients
that met NPO requirement. These patients were more likely to receive sedation for
dental, hearing deficiency, liver, metabolic, genetic, transplant, and neurological
disease, and less likely for craniofacial, GI, infectious, orthopedics, renal, wound
management, mass, hematology, and oncology disease. These patients were more
like to have comorbidities such as asthma, cardiovascular disease, congenital and
craniofacial abnormalities, dermatology, developmental delay, GI, hearing deficiency,
immune compromise, metabolic, genetic, neurological, orthopedic, renal disease,
prematurity, psychiatry, rheumatology, season allergy, OSA, transplant, URI, upper
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and lower respiratory disease, and obesity. Patients who had airway obstruction
during the sedation more commonly underwent bronchoscopy, dental procedure, EEG,
MRI, renal biopsy and radiology procedure, and less commonly underwent CT,
fracture reduction, LP, rapid scan, minor surgical procedure, upper endoscopy and
VCUG. Airway obstruction were more likely to occur at radiology suite, endoscopy
suite, and freestanding sedation location, and less likely to occur at pediatric clinic,
dental office, critical care unit, ED, and OR. Pediatric anesthesiologists, clinicians from
pediatric emergency medicine, pediatric intensivist, pediatrician were more likely to
provide care for patients with airway obstruction who were more likely to receive IV
propofol, IV dexmedetomidine, IV methohexital, and IV glycopyrrolate, and less likely
to be given IV and intranasal midazolam, intranasal dexmedetomidine, IV ketamine,
PO pentobarbital, PO acetaminophen, IV ketorolac, PO meperidine and IV atropine.
Model Development
There were 7696 (3.8%) cases of airway obstruction in the training set (N = 201,958),
and there were 3298 (3.8%) cases of airway obstruction in the test set (N = 86,552).
We developed logistic regression model, Lasso, elastic net, and gradient boosting on
the training set and described the optimal tuning parameters for each machine learning
model in Supplemental Digital Content, Table 2.
Model Performance
The performance of all the 4 modeling approaches on the test set, the temporal
validation dataset and the geographic validation dataset are shown in Table 2.
On the test set, overall 3298 cases (3.8% of 86,552 cases) had airway obstruction.
Compared with the other 3 models, gradient boosting had significantly higher AUROC
0.796 (95% CI, 0.789 – 0.803), PPV 0.095 (95% CI, 0.089 – 0.098), and overall
accuracy 72.94% (95% CI, 72.64% – 73.23%). In the decision curve analysis (Figure
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2A), the net benefit for gradient boosting was greater than the other 3 models over the
range of threshold probabilities.
On the temporal validation dataset, there were 2022 cases (4.4% of 45,972 cases)
with airway obstruction during the sedation. Compared with the other 3 models,
gradient boosting still had the best discrimination and calibration ability with AUROC
0.765 (95% CI, 0.755 – 0.776), PPV 0.097 (95% CI, 0.088 – 0.109), and overall
accuracy 71.14% (95% CI, 70.72% – 71.55%). In the decision curve analysis (Figure
2B), gradient boosting had the greatest net benefit over the range of threshold
probabilities.
On the geographic validation dataset, 749 cases (2.5% of 29795 cases) were recorded
with airway obstruction during the sedation. On the contrary, no model showed
superior performance. While elastic net had the highest AUROC 0.734 (95% CI, 0.715
– 0.752), Lasso had a slightly better accuracy 71.45% (95% CI, 70.94% – 71.97%).
Additionally, gradient boosting had the lowest PPV 0.051 (95% CI, 0.046 – 0.056).
The decision curve (Figure 2C) for gradient boosting had the lowest net benefit, and
curves for the other 3 models almost overlapped over the range of threshold
probabilities.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and calibration curves for all 4
models on the test set, the temporal validation dataset and the geographic validation
dataset are depicted in Supplemental Digital Content, Figures 1-2.
The performance of all 4 models on the training set are shown in Supplemental Digital
Content, Table 3.
Variable Importance
Figure 3 demonstrates the 30 most influential predictors selected by gradient boosting.
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DISCUSSION
In our study, we constructed 4 modeling approaches to predict airway obstruction
during the procedure sedation outside the OR using prospectively collected data from
the PSRC, and subsequently conducted external validation of the models. Of the 4
candidate models, gradient boosting achieved higher predictive performance on the
test set and temporal validation dataset, but not on the geographic validation dataset,
indicating that broader generalizability is needed before we apply the forecasting
algorithm to the triage system.
After robust external validation, our study shows that gradient boosting, as a
competitive machine learning model, had the better predictive ability compared to the
traditional logistic regression model and other advanced linear models, which
challenges the point that no performance benefit of machine learning over logistic
regression for clinical prediction models from recent literature.8,15 ln our study, we
observed that the gradient boosting model consistently outperformed the other 3
models on the test set and on the temporal validation dataset. However, it failed to
show the greater net benefit on the geographic validation dataset, partially because of
its ensemble approach – an additive model estimated by gradient descent. PSRC
member sites include large children’s hospitals, children’s hospital within hospitals,
and general/community hospitals. Different hospitals have different patient
populations. We noted that there were a lot of differences in the characteristics of the
patient cohorts between the geographic validation dataset and training dataset, such
as age, ASA status, primary reason for procedure, patient comorbidities, and
procedure performed, which may result in the poor performance of gradient boosting
on the unseen dataset. Therefore, our next step is to include more cases dating back
to 2004 in the model development dataset to provide greater generalizability.
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When assessing variable importance, we found that age, OSA, freestanding
sedation location, GI disease, metabolic or genetic disease, obesity, development
delay, endoscopy suite, URI, ASA III, as well as some medications (propofol,
glycopyrrolate) were selected by gradient boosting. While the parameters are not
proven to have a causal interpretation, they are aligned with the findings of previous
publications.1,16-18 On the contrary, we were not able to identify some well-established
risk factors such as prematurity19 and dental procedure1. It’s possible that these
studies were mainly focused on specific age group of patients, and thus decreased
the heterogeneity of the population and obtained enough power to detect the
difference.
The primary goal of the model development is to establish a triage system
facilitating risk stratification with the purpose of helping pediatric sedation programs
allocate healthcare resources. It’s critical for the model to achieve a good balance
between under-triage (false negative) and over-triage (false positive). The decision
curve of our gradient boosting model on the test set and temporal validation set
showed consistent net benefit over a wide range of the threshold probabilities.
Our study has several limitations. First, we were not able to account for the patients
that were screened out prior to inclusion in the PSRC database. These patients were
deemed inappropriate for sedation by sedation services and were highly likely at
highest risk for airway obstruction. Therefore, our model cannot be applied to these
patients. Second, our study population covered pediatric patients of all ages, which
provided greater generalizability. Meanwhile, it also increased heterogeneity of the
population as different age groups have very different characteristics. For the minority
cohort in our study population, some well-known risk factors were not able to be
identified. Third, even though all institutions that report data to the PSRC database
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adhere to the committee consensus, measurement bias and recording errors might
still exist. Thus, our next step is to conduct sensitivity analyses and characterize model
performance in a variety of subgroups. Lastly, we only utilized advanced linear models
and tree-based machine learning models. There is a great opportunity to explore
different machine learning techniques to identify which algorithm have optimal
performance on the same prediction problem.
Conclusions
Through robust external validation, we showed that gradient boosting had higher
predictive performance on the test set and temporal validation dataset, but not on the
geographic validation dataset, indicating that broader generalizability is needed
before we apply the forecasting algorithm to the triage system.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the cohort in the model development dataset
Predictor
Patient characteristics
Age (years), mean (SD)
Weight (kg), mean (SD)
Gender, (%)
ASA, (%)
I
II
III
IV
IE
II E
III E
IV E
unknown
NPO clears (%)
No
Yes
unknown
NPO meal (%)
No
Yes
unknown
Primary diagnosis
Burn injure, (%)
Cardiovascular disease, (%)
Congenital abnormalities, (%)
Craniofacial abnormalities, (%)
Dental, (%)
Dermatology, (%)
Developmental/Behavioral, (%)
GI, (%)
Hearing deficiency, (%)
Immune compromise, (%)
Infection, (%)
Liver disease, (%)
Lower respiratory disease, (%)
Metabolic/Genetic, (%)
Orthopedics, (%)
Prematurity, (%)
Renal insufficiency, (%)
Rheumatology, (%)
Transplant, (%)
Trauma, (%)
Wound management, (%)
Unknown growth or mass, (%)
Upper respiratory disease, (%)
Hematology/Oncology, (%)

No Airway Obstruction
N = 277,516

Airway Obstruction
N = 10,994

6.15 (5.00)
26.64 (19.52)
153701 (55.4)

6.80 (5.17)
30.53 (22.10)
6357 (57.8)

60856 (21.9)
166159 (59.9)
42292 (15.2)
883 (0.3)
4571 (1.6)
752 (0.3)
165 (0.1)
14 (0.0)
1824 (0.7)

1621 (14.7)
6802 (61.9)
2383 (21.7)
78 (0.7)
12 (0.1)
3 (0.0)
15 (0.1)
0 (0.0)
80 (0.7)

P Value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
2530 (0.9)
268674 (96.8)
6312 (2.3)

83 (0.8)
10808 (98.3)
103 (0.9)

9628 (3.5)
253974 (91.5)
13914 (5.0)

258 (2.3)
10464 (95.2)
272 (2.5)

1238 (0.4)
3266 (1.2)
1566 (0.6)
2152 (0.8)
5563 (2.0)
2022 (0.7)
6187 (2.2)
23927 (8.6)
8055 (2.9)
243 (0.1)
12700 (4.6)
1006 (0.4)
1776 (0.6)
4337 (1.6)
15599 (5.6)
127 (0.0)
12824 (4.6)
1812 (0.7)
937 (0.3)
2208 (0.8)
2302 (0.8)
4473 (1.6)
432 (0.2)
72664 (26.2)

53 (0.5)
140 (1.3)
64 (0.6)
41 (0.4)
323 (2.9)
67 (0.6)
265 (2.4)
675 (6.1)
399 (3.6)
8 (0.1)
396 (3.6)
64 (0.6)
71 (0.6)
280 (2.5)
471 (4.3)
3 (0.0)
408 (3.7)
96 (0.9)
122 (1.1)
77 (0.7)
39 (0.4)
228 (2.1)
29 (0.3)
2432 (22.1)

<0.001

0.63
0.382
0.857
<0.001
<0.001
0.165
0.22
<0.001
<0.001
0.725
<0.001
<0.001
0.989
<0.001
<0.001
0.505
<0.001
0.006
<0.001
0.294
<0.001
<0.001
0.008
<0.001
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Table 1: Continued
Predictor
Neurology, (%)
Foreign body, (%)
Psychiatry, (%)
Other, (%)
Comorbidities
None, (%)
Asthma, (%)
Burn injure, (%)
Cardiovascular disease, (%)
Congenital abnormalities, (%)
Craniofacial abnormalities, (%)
Dental, (%)
Dermatology, (%)
Developmental/Behavioral, (%)
Foreign body, (%)
GI, (%)
Hearing deficiency, (%)
Hematology/Oncology, (%)
Immune compromise, (%)
Infection, (%)
Liver disease, (%)
Metabolic/Genetic, (%)
Neurology, (%)
Orthopedics, (%)
Prematurity, (%)
Psychiatry, (%)
Renal insufficiency, (%)
Rheumatology, (%)
Season allergy, (%)
OSA, (%)
Transplant, (%)
Trauma, (%)
Wound management, (%)
Unknown growth or mass, (%)
Upper respiratory infection, (%)
Lower respiratory disease, (%)
Upper respiratory disease, (%)
Obesity, (%)
Other, (%)
Procedure
auditory brainstem response, (%)
Airway procedure, (%)
Bone marrow biopsy, (%)
Botulinum toxin treatment, (%)
Bronchoscopy, (%)
Echocardiogram, (%)
Cardioversion, (%)

No Airway Obstruction
N = 277,516

Airway Obstruction
N = 10,994

P Value

81639 (29.4)
313 (0.1)
302 (0.1)
7846 (2.8)

3932 (35.8)
8 (0.1)
23 (0.2)
280 (2.5)

<0.001
0.276
0.003
0.087

146963 (53.0)
19441 (7.0)
115 (0.0)
8968 (3.2)
3434 (1.2)
1079 (0.4)
626 (0.2)
1461 (0.5)
24962 (9.0)
29 (0.0)
19659 (7.1)
1835 (0.7)
8898 (3.2)
5616 (2.0)
4907 (1.8)
1043 (0.4)
11164 (4.0)
38160 (13.8)
3664 (1.3)
4670 (1.7)
3619 (1.3)
4263 (1.5)
684 (0.2)
9511 (3.4)
10466 (3.8)
1562 (0.6)
1125 (0.4)
389 (0.1)
319 (0.1)
4757 (1.7)
3115 (1.1)
5501 (2.0)
11095 (4.0)
7173 (2.6)

3436 (31.3)
1138 (10.4)
8 (0.1)
603 (5.5)
341 (3.1)
157 (1.4)
31 (0.3)
101 (0.9)
1997 (18.2)
1 (0.0)
1059 (9.6)
192 (1.7)
391 (3.6)
288 (2.6)
224 (2.0)
52 (0.5)
1072 (9.8)
2249 (20.5)
282 (2.6)
254 (2.3)
259 (2.4)
291 (2.6)
48 (0.4)
754 (6.9)
1635 (14.9)
92 (0.8)
31 (0.3)
15 (0.1)
21 (0.2)
505 (4.6)
192 (1.7)
536 (4.9)
917 (8.3)
418 (3.8)

<0.001
<0.001
0.185
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.265
<0.001
<0.001
1
<0.001
<0.001
0.044
<0.001
0.04
0.122
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.053
1
0.032
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

7740 (2.8)
25 (0.0)
12085 (4.4)
5039 (1.8)
355 (0.1)
2408 (0.9)
146 (0.1)

359 (3.3)
3 (0.0)
494 (4.5)
239 (2.2)
46 (0.4)
70 (0.6)
5 (0.0)

0.003
0.157
0.5
0.007
<0.001
0.012
0.914
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Table 1: Continued
Predictor
Cast placement, (%)
Colonoscopy, (%)
CT, (%)
Dental procedure, (%)
EEG, (%)
EMG, (%)
Exam under sedation, (%)
Fracture reduction, (%)
GI procedure, (%)
Hematology/Oncology, (%)
Joint injection, (%)
LP for diagnosis, (%)
LP for chemotherapy, (%)
MRI, (%)
Neurological procedure, (%)
Ophthalmology, (%)
Orthopedic procedure, (%)
Other non-painful procedure, (%)
Other painful procedure, (%)
PICC, (%)
Radiology procedure, (%)
Radiation therapy, (%)
Renal biopsy, (%)
Renal/bone scan, (%)
Minor surgical procedure, (%)
Upper endoscopy, (%)
VCUG, (%)
Sedation Location
Radiology, (%)
Sedation unit, (%)
Pediatric clinic, (%)
Dental office, (%)
Critical care unit, (%)
ED, (%)
Pediatric floor, (%)
Catheterization laboratory, (%)
Endoscopy suite, (%)
Radiation oncology unit, (%)
Burn unit, (%)
Nuclear medicine, (%)
Interventional radiology, (%)
Free standing, (%)
Other, (%)
Monitors
SpO2, (%)
EtCO2, (%)

No Airway Obstruction
N = 277,516

Airway Obstruction
N = 10,994

P Value

404 (0.1)
5422 (2.0)
13437 (4.8)
5606 (2.0)
2009 (0.7)
507 (0.2)
786 (0.3)
6939 (2.5)
4130 (1.5)
308 (0.1)
1591 (0.6)
6137 (2.2)
41649 (15.0)
114122 (41.1)
387 (0.1)
390 (0.1)
707 (0.3)
2576 (0.9)
11900 (4.3)
7926 (2.9)
3551 (1.3)
4719 (1.7)
3475 (1.3)
3750 (1.4)
6716 (2.4)
16441 (5.9)
4829 (1.7)

20 (0.2)
170 (1.5)
440 (4.0)
330 (3.0)
120 (1.1)
27 (0.2)
33 (0.3)
40 (0.4)
136 (1.2)
4 (0.0)
83 (0.8)
282 (2.6)
1043 (9.5)
5809 (52.8)
16 (0.1)
25 (0.2)
19 (0.2)
97 (0.9)
419 (3.8)
316 (2.9)
199 (1.8)
125 (1.1)
272 (2.5)
99 (0.9)
174 (1.6)
530 (4.8)
35 (0.3)

0.396
0.003
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.164
0.813
<0.001
0.036
0.029
0.017
0.015
<0.001
<0.001
0.97
0.026
0.113
0.658
0.016
0.934
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

136498 (49.2)
107011 (38.6)
20034 (7.2)
3938 (1.4)
5750 (2.1)
8025 (2.9)
5067 (1.8)
145 (0.1)
9560 (3.4)
3106 (1.1)
361 (0.1)
45 (0.0)
11 (0.0)
7321 (2.6)
931 (0.3)

6330 (57.6)
4143 (37.7)
606 (5.5)
60 (0.5)
178 (1.6)
72 (0.7)
206 (1.9)
9 (0.1)
456 (4.1)
86 (0.8)
5 (0.0)
3 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
350 (3.2)
38 (0.3)

<0.001
0.066
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
<0.001
0.74
0.268
<0.001
0.001
0.021
0.613
0.949
0.001
0.923

271374 (97.8)
196709 (70.9)

10882 (99.0)
9076 (82.6)

<0.001
<0.001
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Table 1: Continued
Predictor
ECK, (%)
BP, (%)
Precordial stethoscope, (%)
Direct observation, (%)
Temperature, (%)
BIS, (%)
Impedence pleth, (%)
Inspired/expired gas, (%)
None, (%)
Provider
Advanced nurse, (%)
Anesthesiologist (general), (%)
Anesthesiologist (peds), (%)
EM (general), (%)
EM (peds), (%)
Fellow, (%)
Hospitalist, (%)
Intensivist (general), (%)
Intensivist (peds), (%)
Radiologist, (%)
Registered nurse, (%)
Dentist, (%)
Anesthesiologist+CRNA, (%)
Pediatrician, (%)
Other, (%)
Medication
Propofol IV, (%)
Midazolam IV, (%)
Midazolam PO, (%)
Midazolam IM, (%)
Midazolam Intranasal, (%)
Midazolam rectal, (%)
Chloral hydrate PO, (%)
Dexmedetomidine IV, (%)
Dexmedetomidine IM, (%)
Dexmedetomidine Intranasal, (%)
Dexmedetomidine PO, (%)
Dexmedetomidine Sublingual, (%)
Ketamine IV, (%)
Ketamine PO, (%)
Ketamine IM, (%)
Ketamine Intranasal, (%)
Pentobarbital IV, (%)
Pentobarbital PO, (%)
Methohexital IV, (%)
Etomidate IV, (%)
Diazepam IV, (%)

No Airway Obstruction
N = 277,516

Airway Obstruction
N = 10,994

P Value

214037 (77.1)
263572 (95.0)
11008 (4.0)
206386 (74.4)
35822 (12.9)
1265 (0.5)
13861 (5.0)
3981 (1.4)
41 (0.0)

8501 (77.3)
10887 (99.0)
509 (4.6)
7632 (69.4)
1932 (17.6)
36 (0.3)
523 (4.8)
187 (1.7)
0 (0.0)

0.636
<0.001
0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.058
0.271
0.024
0.386

9324 (3.4)
251 (0.1)
25020 (9.0)
577 (0.2)
55518 (20.0)
581 (0.2)
26821 (9.7)
149798 (54.0)
2723 (1.0)
164 (0.1)
206 (0.1)
3734 (1.3)
2156 (0.8)
529 (0.2)
113 (0.0)

60 (0.5)
14 (0.1)
1500 (13.6)
9 (0.1)
2560 (23.3)
10 (0.1)
983 (8.9)
5580 (50.8)
150 (1.4)
1 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
17 (0.2)
1 (0.0)
108 (1.0)
0 (0.0)

<0.001
0.275
<0.001
0.006
<0.001
0.01
0.012
<0.001
<0.001
0.051
0.02
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.061

226411 (81.6)
30719 (11.1)
17066 (6.1)
612 (0.2)
7906 (2.8)
50 (0.0)
528 (0.2)
15914 (5.7)
60 (0.0)
5313 (1.9)
68 (0.0)
437 (0.2)
25608 (9.2)
144 (0.1)
1275 (0.5)
248 (0.1)
2063 (0.7)
1168 (0.4)
287 (0.1)
108 (0.0)
8 (0.0)

10440 (95.0)
623 (5.7)
642 (5.8)
9 (0.1)
237 (2.2)
1 (0.0)
8 (0.1)
835 (7.6)
3 (0.0)
87 (0.8)
0 (0.0)
4 (0.0)
436 (4.0)
8 (0.1)
63 (0.6)
8 (0.1)
55 (0.5)
6 (0.1)
28 (0.3)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)

<0.001
<0.001
0.191
0.003
<0.001
0.746
0.007
<0.001
0.948
<0.001
0.185
0.002
<0.001
0.469
0.099
0.682
0.004
<0.001
<0.001
0.069
1
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Table 1: Continued
Predictor

No Airway Obstruction
N = 277,516

Airway Obstruction
N = 10,994

P Value

Diazepam PO, (%)
Lorazepam IV, (%)
Lorazepam PO, (%)
Acetaminophen IV (%)
Acetaminophen PO, (%)
Acetaminophen rectal, (%)
Fentanyl IV, (%)
Fentanyl PO, (%)
Fentanyl IM, (%)
Fentanyl Intranasal, (%)
Fentanyl transmucosal, (%)
Hydromorphone IV, (%)
Hydromorphone PO, (%)
Ketorolac IM, (%)
Ketorolac IV, (%)
Morphine IV, (%)
Meperidine IV, (%)
Meperidine PO, (%)
Remifentanil IV, (%)
Alfentanil IV, (%)
Hydrocodone acetaminophen PO, (%)
Hydrocodone PO, (%)
Ibuprofen PO, (%)
Oxycodone PO, (%)
Glycopyrrolate IV, (%)
Glycopyrrolate IM, (%)
Atropine IV, (%)
Atropine PO, (%)
Atropine IM, (%)

125 (0.0)
93 (0.0)
99 (0.0)
84 (0.0)
2561 (0.9)
18 (0.0)
57029 (20.5)
14 (0.0)
6 (0.0)
531 (0.2)
16 (0.0)
186 (0.1)
167 (0.1)
7 (0.0)
1585 (0.6)
1516 (0.5)
11 (0.0)
819 (0.3)
5 (0.0)
2421 (0.9)
17 (0.0)
9 (0.0)
260 (0.1)
84 (0.0)
15423 (5.6)
125 (0.0)
3491 (1.3)
708 (0.3)
25 (0.0)

2 (0.0)
7 (0.1)
10 (0.1)
4 (0.0)
18 (0.2)
3 (0.0)
2116 (19.2)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
7 (0.1)
1 (0.0)
12 (0.1)
11 (0.1)
0 (0.0)
21 (0.2)
40 (0.4)
0 (0.0)
6 (0.1)
3 (0.0)
105 (1.0)
0 (0.0)
4 (0.0)
3 (0.0)
5 (0.0)
1031 (9.4)
4 (0.0)
78 (0.7)
51 (0.5)
1 (0.0)

0.278
0.16
0.007
0.935
<0.001
0.053
0.001
0.963
1
0.003
1
0.142
0.145
1
<0.001
0.013
1
<0.001
<0.001
0.389
0.851
<0.001
0.036
0.539
<0.001
0.848
<0.001
<0.001
1

Abbreviations: ABR: auditory brainstem response; ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologist; BIS:
bispectral index; BP: blood pressure; CRNA: certified registered nurse anesthetist; CT: computed
tomography; ECG: electrocardiogram; ED: emergency department; EEG: electroencephalogram; EM:
emergency medicine; EMG: electromyography; ETCO2: end-tidal carbon dioxide; GI: gastrointestinal;
LP: lumbar puncture; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NPO: nil per os; OSA: obstructive sleep
apnea; peds: pediatrics; URI: upper respiratory infection; SpO2: pulse oximetry; VCUG: voiding
cystourethrogram.
P value was obtained using chi-square t for categorical or dichotomous variables and two sample t-test
for continuous variables. P <0.001 was considered as statistically significant because of the large
sample size.
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Table 2: Comparison of performance of models on the test set, the temporal validation set, and the geographic validation set
Predictors

Test set

Model

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Gradient Boosting

Temporal
validation set

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Gradient Boosting

Geographic
validation set

Logistic Regression
Lasso
Elastic Net
Gradient Boosting

AUROC

P

Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

Accuracy, (%)

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

0.755
(0.746 - 0.763)
0.752
(0.743 - 0.760)
0.755
(0.746 - 0.763)
0.796
(0.789 - 0.803)
0.738
(0.726 - 0.749)
0.735
(0.723 - 0.746)
0.739
(0.727 - 0.749)
0.765
(0.755 - 0.776)
0.733
(0.714 - 0.751)
0.719
(0.699 - 0.738)
0.734
(0.715 - 0.752)
0.733
(0.716 - 0.751)

Ref
<0.001
0.34
<0.001
Ref
0.08
0.04
<0.001
Ref
<0.001
<0.001
0.97

0.0376

0.680

0.691

0.080

0.982

69.05

(0.0359 - 0.0408)

(0.652 - 0.711)

(0.668 - 0.726)

(0.076 - 0.086)

(0.981 - 0.983)

(68.74 - 69.36)

0.0371

0.684

0.682

0.078

0.982

68.17

(0.0353 - 0.0390)

(0.663 - 0.712)

(0.659 - 0.704)

(0.075 - 0.082)

(0.981 - 0.983)

(67.86 - 68.48)

0.0383

0.673

0.698

0.081

0.982

69.73

(0.0357 - 0.0404)

(0.653 - 0.712)

(0.667 - 0.721)

(0.076 - 0.086)

(0.981 - 0.983)

(69.43 - 70.04)

0.0386

0.713

0.730

0.095

0.985

72.94

(0.0359 - 0.0395)

(0.697 - 0.736)

(0.704 - 0.740)

(0.089 - 0.098)

(0.984 - 0.986)

(72.64 - 73.23)

0.0384

0.659

0.688

0.089

0.978

68.69

(0.0360 - 0.0396)

(0.639 - 0.691)

(0.660 - 0.702)

(0.084 - 0.093)

(0.977 - 0.979)

(68.27 - 69.12)

0.0772

0.660

0.682

0.087

0.978

68.14

(0.0730 - 0.0834)

(0.636 - 0.691)

(0.654 - 0.713)

(0.083 - 0.093)

(0.976 - 0.979)

(67.71 - 68.57)

0.0388

0.655

0.693

0.089

0.978

69.16

(0.0362 -0.0402)

(0.634 - 0.689)

(0.661 - 0.710)

(0.084 - 0.094)

(0.977 - 0.979)

(68.74 - 69.58)

0.0382

0.666

0.713

0.097

0.979

71.14

(0.0326 - 0.0444)

(0.636 - 0.725)

(0.655 - 0.763)

(0.088 - 0.109)

(0.978 - 0.981)

(70.72 - 71.55)

0.0301

0.640

0.712

0.054

0.987

70.97

(0.0276 - 0.0305)

(0.617 - 0.702)

(0.663 - 0.720)

(0.048 - 0.058)

(0.986 - 0.989)

(70.45 - 71.49)

0.3167

0.622

0.717

0.054

0.987

71.45

(0.2909 - 0.3248)

(0.599 - 0.689)

(0.644 - 0.736)

(0.046 - 0.058)

(0.986 - 0.988)

(70.94 - 71.97)

0.0300

0.637

0.712

0.054

0.987

71.05

(0.0269 - 0.0315)

(0.609 - 0.698)

(0.652 - 0.738)

(0.047 - 0.059)

(0.986 - 0.989)

(70.53 - 71.57)

0.0226

0.657

0.685

0.051

0.987

68.39

(0.0198 - 0.0242)

(0.625 - 0.728)

(0.618 - 0.719)

(0.046 - 0.056)

(0.986 - 0.989)

(67.86 - 68.92)

Abbreviations: AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; Lasso, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive
predictive value.
a: P values for the bootstrap test comparing AUROC for different machine learning models with logistic regression model.
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Figure 1: Patient flow diagram and model development

Abbreviations: Lasso, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator

88

Figure 2: Decision curve analysis for all modeling approaches: (A) test set; (B) temporal validation set; (C) geographic
validation set
A

B

C

X-axis indicates the threshold probability for intensive treatment outcome; Y-axis indicates the net benefit. Compared to the
reference model, the net benefit of all machine learning models was larger over the range of clinical threshold

89

Figure 3: Variable importance in the gradient boosting

Abbreviations: ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologist; ECG: electrocardiogram; EM: emergency
medicine; ETCO2: end-tidal carbon dioxide; GI: gastrointestinal; LP: lumbar puncture; OSA: obstructive
sleep apnea; URI: upper respiratory infection.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Characteristics of each dataset
Training set
Predictor
N = 201,958
Patient characteristics
Age (years), mean (SD)
Weight (kg), mean (SD)
Gender, (%)
ASA, (%)
I
II
III
IV
IE
II E
III E
IV E
unknown
NPO clears (%)
No
Yes
unknown
NPO meal (%)
No
Yes
unknown
Primary diagnosis
Burn injure, (%)
Cardiovascular disease, (%)
Congenital abnormalities, (%)
Craniofacial abnormalities, (%)
Dental, (%)
Dermatology, (%)

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

6.17 (5.01)
26.79 (19.66)
112000 (55.5)

6.18 (5.00)
26.80 (19.60)
48058 (55.5)

6.46 (5.14)
27.97 (20.51)
25644 (55.8)

7.18 (5.41)
30.90 (22.54)
16359 (54.9)

43958 (21.8)
120913 (59.9)
31243 (15.5)
658 (0.3)
3213 (1.6)
507 (0.3)
134 (0.1)
11 (0.0)
1321 (0.7)

18519 (21.4)
52048 (60.1)
13432 (15.5)
303 (0.4)
1370 (1.6)
248 (0.3)
46 (0.1)
3 (0.0)
583 (0.7)

8663 (18.8)
28891 (62.8)
6099 (13.3)
167 (0.4)
1410 (3.1)
159 (0.3)
57 (0.1)
2 (0.0)
524 (1.1)

2678 (9.0)
17617 (59.1)
5739 (19.3)
188 (0.6)
0 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
3 (0.0)
3569 (12.0)

4465 (2.2)
1827 (0.9)
195666 (96.9)

1950 (2.3)
786 (0.9)
83816 (96.8)

1465 (3.2)
285 (0.6)
44222 (96.2)

999 (3.4)
176 (0.6)
28620 (96.1)

6853 (3.4)
185187 (91.7)
9918 (4.9)

3033 (3.5)
79251 (91.6)
4268 (4.9)

1834 (4.0)
43138 (93.8)
1000 (2.2)

80 (0.3)
28488 (95.6)
1227 (4.1)

875 (0.4)
2354 (1.2)
1144 (0.6)
1549 (0.8)
4097 (2.0)
1442 (0.7)

416 (0.5)
1052 (1.2)
486 (0.6)
644 (0.7)
1789 (2.1)
647 (0.7)

531 (1.2)
430 (0.9)
260 (0.6)
197 (0.4)
1063 (2.3)
285 (0.6)

288 (1.0)
464 (1.6)
176 (0.6)
150 (0.5)
0 (0.0)
60 (0.2)

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Continued
Predictor
Developmental/Behavioral, (%)
GI, (%)
Hearing deficiency, (%)
Immune compromise, (%)
Infection, (%)
Liver disease, (%)
Lower respiratory disease, (%)
Metabolic/Genetic, (%)
Orthopedics, (%)
Prematurity, (%)
Renal insufficiency, (%)
Rheumatology, (%)
Transplant, (%)
Trauma, (%)
Wound management, (%)
Unknown growth or mass, (%)
Upper respiratory disease, (%)
Hematology/Oncology, (%)
Neurology, (%)
Foreign body, (%)
Psychiatry, (%)
Other, (%)
Comorbidities
None, (%)
Asthma, (%)
Burn injure, (%)
Cardiovascular disease, (%)
Congenital abnormalities, (%)
Craniofacial abnormalities, (%)

Training set
N = 201,958

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

4480 (2.2)
17246 (8.5)
5881 (2.9)
188 (0.1)
9149 (4.5)
721 (0.4)
1276 (0.6)
3274 (1.6)
11240 (5.6)
100 (0.0)
9174 (4.5)
1318 (0.7)
743 (0.4)
1615 (0.8)
1688 (0.8)
3398 (1.7)
300 (0.1)
52585 (26.0)
59944 (29.7)
229 (0.1)
233 (0.1)
5715 (2.8)

1972 (2.3)
7356 (8.5)
2573 (3.0)
63 (0.1)
3947 (4.6)
349 (0.4)
571 (0.7)
1343 (1.6)
4830 (5.6)
30 (0.0)
4058 (4.7)
590 (0.7)
316 (0.4)
670 (0.8)
653 (0.8)
1303 (1.5)
161 (0.2)
22511 (26.0)
25627 (29.6)
92 (0.1)
92 (0.1)
2411 (2.8)

1161 (2.5)
4681 (10.2)
1376 (3.0)
25 (0.1)
1422 (3.1)
141 (0.3)
204 (0.4)
666 (1.4)
3105 (6.8)
11 (0.0)
1611 (3.5)
382 (0.8)
74 (0.2)
282 (0.6)
517 (1.1)
756 (1.6)
68 (0.1)
11773 (25.6)
12999 (28.3)
54 (0.1)
65 (0.1)
1833 (4.0)

491 (1.6)
8028 (26.9)
992 (3.3)
41 (0.1)
686 (2.3)
100 (0.3)
429 (1.4)
226 (0.8)
535 (1.8)
12 (0.0)
1988 (6.7)
524 (1.8)
31 (0.1)
159 (0.5)
140 (0.5)
505 (1.7)
126 (0.4)
7245 (24.3)
5957 (20.0)
12 (0.0)
15 (0.1)
415 (1.4)

105375 (52.2)
14503 (7.2)
85 (0.0)
6715 (3.3)
2639 (1.3)
851 (0.4)

45024 (52.0)
6076 (7.0)
38 (0.0)
2856 (3.3)
1136 (1.3)
385 (0.4)

24052 (52.3)
2445 (5.3)
17 (0.0)
1418 (3.1)
697 (1.5)
218 (0.5)

23489 (78.8)
895 (3.0)
8 (0.0)
365 (1.2)
367 (1.2)
60 (0.2)

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Continued
Predictor
Dental, (%)
Dermatology, (%)
Developmental/Behavioral, (%)
Foreign body, (%)
GI, (%)
Hearing deficiency, (%)
Hematology/Oncology, (%)
Immune compromise, (%)
Infection, (%)
Liver disease, (%)
Metabolic/Genetic, (%)
Neurology, (%)
Orthopedics, (%)
Prematurity, (%)
Psychiatry, (%)
Renal insufficiency, (%)
Rheumatology, (%)
Season allergy, (%)
OSA, (%)
Transplant, (%)
Trauma, (%)
Wound management, (%)
Unknown growth or mass, (%)
Upper respiratory infection, (%)
Lower respiratory disease, (%)
Upper respiratory disease, (%)
Obesity, (%)
Other, (%)
Procedure

Training set
N = 201,958

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

442 (0.2)
1114 (0.6)
18789 (9.3)
23 (0.0)
14450 (7.2)
1408 (0.7)
6547 (3.2)
4161 (2.1)
3581 (1.8)
763 (0.4)
8591 (4.3)
28045 (13.9)
2740 (1.4)
3395 (1.7)
2676 (1.3)
3155 (1.6)
503 (0.2)
7193 (3.6)
8518 (4.2)
1164 (0.6)
792 (0.4)
294 (0.1)
242 (0.1)
3648 (1.8)
2267 (1.1)
4236 (2.1)
8404 (4.2)
5334 (2.6)

215 (0.2)
448 (0.5)
8170 (9.4)
7 (0.0)
6268 (7.2)
619 (0.7)
2742 (3.2)
1743 (2.0)
1550 (1.8)
332 (0.4)
3645 (4.2)
12364 (14.3)
1206 (1.4)
1529 (1.8)
1202 (1.4)
1399 (1.6)
229 (0.3)
3072 (3.5)
3583 (4.1)
490 (0.6)
364 (0.4)
110 (0.1)
98 (0.1)
1614 (1.9)
1040 (1.2)
1801 (2.1)
3608 (4.2)
2257 (2.6)

320 (0.7)
407 (0.9)
5694 (12.4)
3 (0.0)
2765 (6.0)
354 (0.8)
1608 (3.5)
1703 (3.7)
702 (1.5)
237 (0.5)
1938 (4.2)
5666 (12.3)
606 (1.3)
869 (1.9)
1239 (2.7)
705 (1.5)
93 (0.2)
1730 (3.8)
2145 (4.7)
213 (0.5)
211 (0.5)
79 (0.2)
55 (0.1)
877 (1.9)
468 (1.0)
1071 (2.3)
1920 (4.2)
1460 (3.2)

35 (0.1)
121 (0.4)
1869 (6.3)
0 (0.0)
638 (2.1)
110 (0.4)
406 (1.4)
418 (1.4)
180 (0.6)
45 (0.2)
429 (1.4)
1020 (3.4)
215 (0.7)
254 (0.9)
659 (2.2)
221 (0.7)
77 (0.3)
210 (0.7)
318 (1.1)
35 (0.1)
23 (0.1)
48 (0.2)
31 (0.1)
76 (0.3)
149 (0.5)
165 (0.6)
1242 (4.2)
62 (0.2)

(Continued)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Continued
Predictor
auditory brainstem response, (%)
Airway procedure, (%)
Bone marrow biopsy, (%)
Botulinum toxin treatment, (%)
Bronchoscopy, (%)
Echocardiogram, (%)
Cardioversion, (%)
Cast placement, (%)
Colonoscopy, (%)
CT, (%)
Dental procedure, (%)
EEG, (%)
EMG, (%)
Exam under sedation, (%)
Fracture reduction, (%)
GI procedure, (%)
Hematology/Oncology, (%)
Joint injection, (%)
LP for diagnosis, (%)
LP for chemotherapy, (%)
MRI, (%)
Neurological procedure, (%)
Ophthalmology, (%)
Orthopedic procedure, (%)
Other non-painful procedure, (%)
Other painful procedure, (%)
PICC, (%)
Radiology procedure, (%)
Radiation therapy, (%)

Training set
N = 201,958

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

5624 (2.8)
20 (0.0)
8836 (4.4)
3604 (1.8)
270 (0.1)
1703 (0.8)
104 (0.1)
304 (0.2)
3906 (1.9)
9726 (4.8)
4136 (2.0)
1499 (0.7)
384 (0.2)
564 (0.3)
4874 (2.4)
3006 (1.5)
225 (0.1)
1153 (0.6)
4520 (2.2)
29875 (14.8)
84156 (41.7)
267 (0.1)
279 (0.1)
514 (0.3)
1833 (0.9)
8616 (4.3)
5749 (2.8)
2641 (1.3)
3455 (1.7)

2475 (2.9)
8 (0.0)
3743 (4.3)
1674 (1.9)
131 (0.2)
775 (0.9)
47 (0.1)
120 (0.1)
1686 (1.9)
4151 (4.8)
1800 (2.1)
630 (0.7)
150 (0.2)
255 (0.3)
2105 (2.4)
1260 (1.5)
87 (0.1)
521 (0.6)
1899 (2.2)
12817 (14.8)
35775 (41.3)
136 (0.2)
136 (0.2)
212 (0.2)
840 (1.0)
3703 (4.3)
2493 (2.9)
1109 (1.3)
1389 (1.6)

1616 (3.5)
4 (0.0)
1698 (3.7)
782 (1.7)
77 (0.2)
368 (0.8)
14 (0.0)
84 (0.2)
1265 (2.8)
1577 (3.4)
1073 (2.3)
250 (0.5)
54 (0.1)
139 (0.3)
1972 (4.3)
381 (0.8)
39 (0.1)
349 (0.8)
1172 (2.5)
6953 (15.1)
17924 (39.0)
43 (0.1)
110 (0.2)
159 (0.3)
405 (0.9)
2444 (5.3)
878 (1.9)
557 (1.2)
1035 (2.3)

1115 (3.7)
2 (0.0)
1581 (5.3)
161 (0.5)
413 (1.4)
336 (1.1)
36 (0.1)
67 (0.2)
1633 (5.5)
829 (2.8)
0 (0.0)
20 (0.1)
31 (0.1)
30 (0.1)
18 (0.1)
770 (2.6)
111 (0.4)
554 (1.9)
455 (1.5)
2939 (9.9)
8258 (27.7)
9 (0.0)
4 (0.0)
42 (0.1)
290 (1.0)
1804 (6.1)
455 (1.5)
533 (1.8)
1057 (3.5)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Continued
Predictor
Renal biopsy, (%)
Renal/bone scan, (%)
Minor surgical procedure, (%)
Upper endoscopy, (%)
VCUG, (%)
Sedation Location
Radiology, (%)
Sedation unit, (%)
Pediatric clinic, (%)
Dental office, (%)
Critical care unit, (%)
ED, (%)
Pediatric floor, (%)
Catheterization laboratory, (%)
Endoscopy suite, (%)
Radiation oncology unit, (%)
Burn unit, (%)
Nuclear medicine, (%)
Interventional radiology, (%)
Free standing, (%)
Other, (%)
Monitors
SpO2, (%)
EtCO2, (%)
ECK, (%)
BP, (%)
Precordial stethoscope, (%)
Direct observation, (%)

Training set
N = 201,958

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

2610 (1.3)
2696 (1.3)
4819 (2.4)
11834 (5.9)
3340 (1.7)

1137 (1.3)
1153 (1.3)
2071 (2.4)
5137 (5.9)
1524 (1.8)

388 (0.8)
541 (1.2)
1171 (2.5)
3712 (8.1)
532 (1.2)

306 (1.0)
620 (2.1)
859 (2.9)
7424 (24.9)
1178 (4.0)

100123 (49.6)
77701 (38.5)
14368 (7.1)
2775 (1.4)
4133 (2.0)
5628 (2.8)
3726 (1.8)
111 (0.1)
7041 (3.5)
2265 (1.1)
251 (0.1)
40 (0.0)
11 (0.0)
5393 (2.7)
700 (0.3)

42705 (49.3)
33453 (38.7)
6272 (7.2)
1223 (1.4)
1795 (2.1)
2469 (2.9)
1547 (1.8)
43 (0.0)
2975 (3.4)
927 (1.1)
115 (0.1)
8 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
2278 (2.6)
269 (0.3)

20237 (44.0)
18960 (41.2)
4002 (8.7)
318 (0.7)
585 (1.3)
2184 (4.8)
706 (1.5)
17 (0.0)
1137 (2.5)
913 (2.0)
345 (0.8)
6 (0.0)
3 (0.0)
1020 (2.2)
24 (0.1)

11569 (38.8)
18471 (62.0)
112 (0.4)
0 (0.0)
10 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
20 (0.1)
23 (0.1)
615 (2.1)
840 (2.8)
182 (0.6)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
33 (0.1)

197600 (97.8)
144210 (71.4)
155872 (77.2)
192171 (95.2)
8039 (4.0)
149720 (74.1)

84656 (97.8)
61575 (71.1)
66666 (77.0)
82288 (95.1)
3478 (4.0)
64298 (74.3)

44894 (97.7)
34044 (74.1)
36157 (78.7)
44380 (96.5)
1358 (3.0)
35804 (77.9)

27847 (93.5)
8596 (28.9)
26113 (87.6)
26964 (90.5)
2 (0.0)
29366 (98.6)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Continued
Predictor
Temperature, (%)
BIS, (%)
Impedence pleth, (%)
Inspired/expired gas, (%)
None, (%)
Provider
Advanced nurse, (%)
Anesthesiologist (general), (%)
Anesthesiologist (peds), (%)
EM (general), (%)
EM (peds), (%)
Fellow, (%)
Hospitalist, (%)
Intensivist (general), (%)
Intensivist (peds), (%)
Radiologist, (%)
Registered nurse, (%)
Dentist, (%)
Anesthesiologist+CRNA, (%)
Pediatrician, (%)
Other, (%)
Medication
Propofol IV, (%)
Midazolam IV, (%)
Midazolam PO, (%)
Midazolam IM, (%)
Midazolam Intranasal, (%)
Midazolam rectal, (%)
Chloral hydrate PO, (%)

Training set
N = 201,958

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

26287 (13.0)
930 (0.5)
10002 (5.0)
2902 (1.4)
27 (0.0)

11467 (13.2)
371 (0.4)
4382 (5.1)
1266 (1.5)
14 (0.0)

12715 (27.7)
491 (1.1)
6796 (14.8)
599 (1.3)
3 (0.0)

2559 (8.6)
4 (0.0)
24566 (82.5)
620 (2.1)
223 (0.7)

6481 (3.2)
181 (0.1)
18559 (9.2)
397 (0.2)
40938 (20.3)
419 (0.2)
19432 (9.6)
108628 (53.8)
2000 (1.0)
127 (0.1)
156 (0.1)
2604 (1.3)
1509 (0.7)
451 (0.2)
75 (0.0)

2903 (3.4)
84 (0.1)
7961 (9.2)
189 (0.2)
17140 (19.8)
172 (0.2)
8372 (9.7)
46750 (54.0)
873 (1.0)
38 (0.0)
51 (0.1)
1147 (1.3)
648 (0.7)
186 (0.2)
38 (0.0)

1519 (3.3)
53 (0.1)
3857 (8.4)
137 (0.3)
6189 (13.5)
110 (0.2)
6378 (13.9)
26980 (58.7)
304 (0.7)
3 (0.0)
26 (0.1)
370 (0.8)
46 (0.1)
45972 (100.0)
45972 (100.0)

0 (0.0)
9 (0.0)
654 (2.2)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
1434 (4.8)
27083 (90.9)
608 (2.0)
1 (0.0)
6 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
29795 (100.0)
29795 (100.0)

165909 (82.2)
21962 (10.9)
12389 (6.1)
417 (0.2)
5679 (2.8)
39 (0.0)
386 (0.2)

70942 (82.0)
9380 (10.8)
5319 (6.1)
204 (0.2)
2464 (2.8)
12 (0.0)
150 (0.2)

36767 (80.0)
4226 (9.2)
2956 (6.4)
105 (0.2)
2470 (5.4)
6 (0.0)
5 (0.0)

25336 (85.0)
547 (1.8)
1942 (6.5)
14 (0.0)
1746 (5.9)
0 (0.0)
711 (2.4)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Continued
Predictor
Dexmedetomidine IV, (%)
Dexmedetomidine IM, (%)
Dexmedetomidine Intranasal, (%)
Dexmedetomidine PO, (%)
Dexmedetomidine Sublingual, (%)
Ketamine IV, (%)
Ketamine PO, (%)
Ketamine IM, (%)
Ketamine Intranasal, (%)
Pentobarbital IV, (%)
Pentobarbital PO, (%)
Methohexital IV, (%)
Etomidate IV, (%)
Diazepam IV, (%)
Diazepam PO, (%)
Lorazepam IV, (%)
Lorazepam PO, (%)
Acetaminophen IV (%)
Acetaminophen PO, (%)
Acetaminophen rectal, (%)
Fentanyl IV, (%)
Fentanyl PO, (%)
Fentanyl IM, (%)
Fentanyl Intranasal, (%)
Fentanyl transmucosal, (%)
Hydromorphone IV, (%)
Hydromorphone PO, (%)
Ketorolac IM, (%)
Ketorolac IV, (%)

Training set
N = 201,958

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

11655 (5.8)
44 (0.0)
3782 (1.9)
47 (0.0)
301 (0.1)
18236 (9.0)
110 (0.1)
893 (0.4)
168 (0.1)
1472 (0.7)
799 (0.4)
220 (0.1)
79 (0.0)
5 (0.0)
85 (0.0)
71 (0.0)
80 (0.0)
59 (0.0)
1812 (0.9)
11 (0.0)
41475 (20.5)
9 (0.0)
4 (0.0)
352 (0.2)
10 (0.0)
127 (0.1)
112 (0.1)
6 (0.0)
1140 (0.6)

5094 (5.9)
19 (0.0)
1618 (1.9)
21 (0.0)
140 (0.2)
7808 (9.0)
42 (0.0)
445 (0.5)
88 (0.1)
646 (0.7)
375 (0.4)
95 (0.1)
29 (0.0)
3 (0.0)
42 (0.0)
29 (0.0)
29 (0.0)
29 (0.0)
767 (0.9)
10 (0.0)
17670 (20.4)
5 (0.0)
2 (0.0)
186 (0.2)
7 (0.0)
71 (0.1)
66 (0.1)
1 (0.0)
466 (0.5)

3252 (7.1)
48 (0.1)
1907 (4.1)
14 (0.0)
97 (0.2)
3980 (8.7)
14 (0.0)
258 (0.6)
8 (0.0)
18 (0.0)
86 (0.2)
59 (0.1)
6 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
22 (0.0)
26 (0.1)
7 (0.0)
93 (0.2)
103 (0.2)
1 (0.0)
8731 (19.0)
3 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
203 (0.4)
45972 (100.0)
16 (0.0)
17 (0.0)
4 (0.0)
292 (0.6)

209 (0.7)
1 (0.0)
1616 (5.4)
22 (0.1)
0 (0.0)
252 (0.8)
1 (0.0)
38 (0.1)
9 (0.0)
2 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
173 (0.6)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
3 (0.0)
5 (0.0)
23 (0.1)
1908 (6.4)
3 (0.0)
3809 (12.8)
2 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
17 (0.1)
29795 (100.0)
37 (0.1)
37 (0.1)
0 (0.0)
61 (0.2)
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 1: Continued
Predictor

Training set
N = 201,958

Test set
N = 86,552

Temporal validation
dataset N = 45,972

Geographic validation
dataset N = 29,795

Morphine IV, (%)
Meperidine IV, (%)
Meperidine PO, (%)
Remifentanil IV, (%)
Alfentanil IV, (%)
Hydrocodone acetaminophen PO, (%)
Hydrocodone PO, (%)
Ibuprofen PO, (%)
Oxycodone PO, (%)
Glycopyrrolate IV, (%)
Glycopyrrolate IM, (%)
Atropine IV, (%)
Atropine PO, (%)
Atropine IM, (%)
Airway obstruction, (%)

1099 (0.5)
9 (0.0)
573 (0.3)
5 (0.0)
1760 (0.9)
11 (0.0)
10 (0.0)
177 (0.1)
64 (0.0)
11539 (5.7)
95 (0.0)
2510 (1.2)
534 (0.3)
15 (0.0)
7696 (3.8)

457 (0.5)
2 (0.0)
252 (0.3)
3 (0.0)
766 (0.9)
6 (0.0)
3 (0.0)
86 (0.1)
25 (0.0)
4915 (5.7)
34 (0.0)
1059 (1.2)
225 (0.3)
11 (0.0)
3298 (3.8)

314 (0.7)
1 (0.0)
165 (0.4)
45972 (100.0)
1 (0.0)
4 (0.0)
2 (0.0)
37 (0.1)
7 (0.0)
2167 (4.7)
6 (0.0)
53 (0.1)
40 (0.1)
2 (0.0)
2022 (4.4)

62 (0.2)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
29795 (100.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
1 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
387 (1.3)
24 (0.1)
7 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
749 (2.5)

Abbreviations: ABR: auditory brainstem response; ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologist; BIS: bispectral index; BP: blood pressure; CRNA: certified
registered nurse anesthetist; CT: computed tomography; ECG: electrocardiogram; ED: emergency department; EEG: electroencephalogram; EM: emergency
medicine; EMG: electromyography; ETCO2: end-tidal carbon dioxide; GI: gastrointestinal; LP: lumbar puncture; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NPO: nil
per os; OSA: obstructive sleep apnea; peds: pediatrics; URI: upper respiratory infection; SpO2: pulse oximetry; VCUG: voiding cystourethrogram.
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 2: Tuning parameters for machine learning
models
Machine learning model

Package

Optimal tuning parameters

Lasso

glmnet

lambda = 0.000162

Elastic Net

glmnet, caret

alpha = 1, lambda = 0

Gradient Boosting

XGBoost, caret

eta = 0.4, max_depth = 3, gamma = 0, colsample bytree =
0.8, min_child_weight = 1, subsample = 1, nrounds = 150

Abbreviation: Lasso, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 1: Receiver operating characteristic curves for each model on (A) test set; (B)
temporal validation set; (C) geographic validation set
A

B

C
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Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 2: Calibration curves for each model on (A) test set; (B) temporal validation set; (C)
geographic validation set
A

B

C
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Supplemental Digital Content, Table 3: Performance of all models on the training set
AUROC

Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

Accuracy, (%)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

0.763

0.0371

0.698

0.686

0.081

0.983

68.66

(0.758 - 0.769)

(0.0366 - 0.0384)

(0.683 - 0.712)

(0.679 - 0.701)

(0.079 - 0.084)

(0.982 - 0.984)

(68.46 - 68.86)

0.759

0.0372

0.694

0.683

0.080

0.982

68.39

(0.754 - 0.764)

(0.0367 - 0.0389)

(0.677 - 0.705)

(0.677 - 0.703)

(0.079 - 0.083)

(0.982 - 0.983)

(68.18 - 68.59)

0.763

0.0371

0.698

0.685

0.081

0.983

68.56

(0.758 - 0.768)

(0.0364 - 0.0393)

(0.675 - 0.712)

(0.675 - 0.711)

(0.079 - 0.085)

(0.982 - 0.984)

(68.36 - 68.77)

0.818

0.0389

0.738

0.732

0.098

0.986

73.18

(0.813 - 0.822)

(0.0378 - 0.0419)

(0.711 - 0.750)

(0.722 - 0.757)

(0.096 - 0.105)

(0.985 - 0.987)

(72.99 - 73.38)

Model

Logistic Regression

Lasso

Elastic Net

Gradient Boosting

Abbreviations: AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; Lasso, least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
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SUMMARY OF PAPER 1 AND PAPER 2 CONCLUSION

In Paper 1, we report the incidence of severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery is
14% (using our definition) based on data from the surgical AIS population in our
institution. We applied four machine learning algorithms to data from the EHR and
questionnaires during different perioperative time periods to predict the occurrence of
severe acute pain after spinal fusion surgery in patients with AIS, as compared with a
logistic regression model. Of the 5 candidate models, gradient boosting achieved
relatively good performance when incorporating preoperative, intraoperative and
postoperative predictors, demonstrating the feasibility of machine learning algorithms
to analyze high dimensional perioperative data and anticipate an individual patient’s
risk of severe acute pain after surgery. We believe this points to an opportunity to
further investigate the use of machine learning algorithms to help clinicians make
better decisions and optimize perioperative pain treatment strategies.

In Paper 2, we constructed 4 modeling approaches to predict airway obstruction
during the procedure sedation outside the OR using prospectively collected data from
the PSRC, and subsequently conducted external validation of the models. Of the 4
candidate models, gradient boosting achieved higher predictive performance on the
test set and temporal validation dataset, but not on the geographic validation dataset,
indicating that broader generalizability is needed before we apply the forecasting
algorithm to the triage system.
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OVERALL DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

With the increasing availability of large healthcare database, health care providers
have started to apply big data to healthcare decision-making. Recent successful
applications of machine learning algorithms to health care data have heightened
interest and expectations around the use of machine learning to uncover better
treatment strategies that deliver the correct interventions to the right people at the right
time.
In Paper 1, we demonstrated the feasibility of machine learning algorithms to analyze
high dimensional perioperative data and anticipate an individual patient’s risk of
severe acute pain after surgery. Our next step is prospective external validation
(temporal validation) of the prediction models in our institution, which will enable us to
determine which has the best performance. The algorithm could be used to provide
additional information to inform anesthesia providers of pain risk. Properly analyzed
these data could help decision-making process. Lastly, we will apply this data-driven
forecasting algorithm to clinical work to assess its usage in routine practice and
determine its potential benefits as an effective intervention for postoperative pain
control.
In Paper 2, through robust external validation, we showed that gradient boosting had
higher predictive performance on the test set and temporal validation dataset, but not
on the geographic validation dataset, indicating that broader generalizability is needed
before we apply the forecasting algorithm to the triage system. Our next step is to
include more cases from more institutions in the model development dataset to provide
greater generalizability. Additionally, our study population covered pediatric patients
of all ages, which increased heterogeneity of the population as different age groups
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have very different characteristics. Thus, our next step is to conduct sensitivity
analyses and characterize model performance in a variety of subgroups with the
purpose of deploying population-based interventions.
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